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JAMES McQUEEN

'Twenty Minutes at the Edge of Winter'

The day after Anzac Day.
Sunlight as sharp and cold as a new razorblade.
Across the road from the coffee lounge they are tearing down a building I
can't even remember, and the wind surges round the shoulder of the mountain
and down the canyon of rubble. I'm sitting at the table nearest the door, and I
shift a little on the red plastic of the seat, edging away from the draught. Every
time the door opens the wind slices in.
I don't notice her when she comes in, just another anonymous gust from the
door. She must have gone to the counter, because when I look up she is standing
by the table with an orange juice and a plate of sandwiches.
-Mind if I sit here?
-No, sure.
I'm not good at ages. She looks about eighteen, nineteen. I open a book, start
to read, not really concentrating. She is pretty enough to intimidate me a little.
I'm forty-three, and starting to show it.
-Excuse me, can you tell me the right time?
I look at my watch.
-Twenty-five past twelve, near enough.
- Tha'nks, I thought that clock was wrong ...
I turn, crane my neck, can't see any clock. Retreat, confused, to my book. But
I've had a good look at her now. Dark hair, cut fairly short. Pale skin, good
teeth, good bones. Eyes that dark grey colour, almost violet. Not much make-up.
Long skirt, white shawl-necked sweater, brown cord jacket. She looks clean, almost
scrubbed. And her small white hands are shaking. She has the coldest seat in the
whole place, every time the door opens the wind spills in, rolls over her like a
wave.
-It's cold ...
I look up again. She's shivering. I watch her hands crumble one of the sandwiches. She sucks juice through the straw, doesn't eat.
-You've got the coldest spot in the place, I say.
-It's not very crowded ...
-No ... I find I'm fumbling for words. No, I say, I don't come here often ...
I don't get to Hobart often.
I have this curious sensation of dislocation. Our voices, our words, aimed across
the table, are missing their targets, sliding away into the steam and coffee smells.
As if we're blindfolded, trying to locate each other, uncertain of directions,
identities.
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-Where do you come from? she asks. The mainland?
-No, Launceston.
-Oh, 1 hate Launceston ... 1 couldn't live there ...
-Well, 1 don't go out much, 1 don't see much of it ... 1 live on my own ...
-On your own? Don't you ever get lonely?
-Sometimes, 1 suppose. You get used to it.
She crumbles more bread, drinks more juice. She is still shivering as much as
ever.
-Where are you staying? she asks.
- I slept on some-one's floor last night. Got my sleeping bag with me ...
-Have you got somewhere for tonight?
-Yes, I'm right for tonight.
- I was going to say, there's this place I've been staying ... you could stay
there ...
-Thanks, but I'm right for tonight. And I'm going home tomorrow.
-Oh, she says, 1 just thought, there's this place ... this house where I've been
living ... well, anyone can tum up ... it doesn't matter ... you can always crash
there .. .
1 fumble at my pack of cigarettes.
-Have one of these, she says.
1 take one.
-Thanks.
We seem to have found some sort of common wavelength now, our words are
no longer unfocused. I look at her more closely. There are shadows, hollows,
under her cheekbones that shouldn't be there. And she's still shaking much as
ever.
-They're very good, she says, the people at this house. We're all on the dole,
you know. .. 1 lost all my money yesterday and they lent me sixty dollars ...
-Yes?
-Yes, she says, they're very good ... it's just that I couldn't take it any
more. . . I'm going back to my parents .. .
-Are you?
-Yes, I just couldn't take it any more. It's alright mostly ... lots of junkies
hang out there ... and alkies ... but it's alright, no hassles ... it's just that
sometimes it gets to me ... like yesterday there was blood all over the bathroom ...
-A bit rough ...
- I went to see my parents last night ... I was in a bit of a mess, I was pretty
uptight, started carrying on ... so 1 went away and got myself straightened out,
then 1 went back and apologised, told them I wanted to move back with them ...
-You look a bit strung out ...
She smiles, her teeth very white. Her fingers are busy shredding the sandwiches.
-Yes, she says, I'm meeting some-one at one o'clock, down at the Cat and
Fiddle ... a boy I know . .. he'll have something. .. I know he's carrying some
hash. .. I'll make some cookies this afternoon ...
She looks at me, suddenly a little uncertain, almost shy.
-Would you like to come along?
-Thanks, but I've got to do an interview at two o'clock ...
-Ah, well, you wouldn't want to be ...
-No ...
She sucks at her orange juice. Still shaking. I look carefully at her eyes, at her
pinched nostrils, at what I can see of her skin. Not smack. Speed, maybe. Dry
6
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mouth, the shakes, no appetite, talking jag ... 1 remember the days of benzedrine,
dexedrine.
-What are you on?
-Oh, she says, just grass and mushrooms .. .
-Well, that's not too bad, you'll be OK .. .
-Yes, she says, I'll be fine ...
She looks as brittle as a frozen flower. 1 bend down and open the pocket of
my bag. There are eight pills left in the foil strip. 1 tear it in two, push half
across the table towards her.
-There's some valium ... calm you down a bit ...
She smiles quickly, her small delicate fingers closing over the foil, popping the
tablets out as she speaks.
-Thanks, I'll take them right away ...
She washes them down with the last of her orange juice.
-I'm going to have some more juice, she says. 1 love orange juice ...
-Well, I'll have another coffee ...
We get up, go to the counter. She won't let me pay for her drink.
Back at the table she is silent for a little. But she seems a little brighter now.
And through the strange transparent sadness that seems to hang over her something still shines dimly.
-Are you doing anything tonight? she asks.
-Well, yes, I've got to meet some people ...
-Oh . .. 1 just wondered ... we picked a big bucket of mushrooms at the
weekend . . . we're getting together tonight .. .
-Thanks, I'd like to, but ... you know .. .
-I know.
It's true enough, Terry and the others have something fixed up. But even if
they hadn't, 1 know that 1 wouldn't go with her. It would be too sad a trip.
Perhaps ... if she were a little less vulnerable ...
-You know, she says, a couple of people 1 know have ODed ... the last one
wasn't long ago ... 1 went to the funeral, it really shook me up ... 1 guess that's
what started it, why 1 got so that 1 couldn't take it any more ... they were all
throwing the stuff into the grave ... you know, the syringes and stuff ... 1 just
stood there, and somehow it was wrong, them doing that ... you know, they
should have been thinking about it all ... instead all they could do was throw
that stuff into the grave ...
-Take it easy ...
-I'll be alright. I'm getting it straightened out ...
We sit silently for a while.
Suddenly she speaks again.
-Wha~ time is it?
1 look at my watch.
-Quarter to one.
-I'd better go ...
And she is on her feet, gathering her cigarettes, matches, her handbag. She
stops for a moment, smiles at me.
-Listen, thanks ...
-That's alright. Look after yourself ...
-I'll be OK ...
Then she is gone in a swirl of cold wind, leaving a small dark space in the
day, a bent straw, a plate of crumbled sandwiches.
1 finish my coffee slowly, smoke another cigarette.
Five minutes later 1 get up, pick up my bag, go out into the windy street. 1
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turn left, walk down the ramp, through the stale warm air, past the tiny bright
shops, the shoe sales, the racks of cutprice dresses. At the bottom of the slope I
come out into the small square. Inside the circle of seats the fountain jets its
streams of blue-tinted water into the air. The sunlight, cold and brassy, shines
down on the crowd around the fountain. I stop for a moment, look at the figures
packed in the small autumn space. I don't see her, wonder if she has made her
connection, gone.
Then she turns her head in my direction, her face pale against the shadows of
the arcade. She recognises me, and her smile flashes like a sudden light. I smile
back, raise my fingers in a final salute, then turn away.
Walking towards the dim tunnel that leads to the street, the traffic, the stink
and rush, I turn for one last look; see her small figure huddled on the end of a
wooden bench, facing the spears of thin sunlight, filled with a kind of innocent
and weary patience as she waits for some-one, for something, for afternoons and
evenings, for mushrooms and speed and hash cookies; waits to get it straightened
out ...

JENNIFER COMPTON
Before I knew anyone
that I now know
I remember how poems used to come to me
how they couldn't be denied, I didn't try
how they would put themselves on my tongue
a leaf would become me become a poem
I would stop in the street so a leaf
could become me, I would stand there
stand & not see anything until the poem
had become & I could always remember it
& I would-I dothen I would go on to where I had been going.
'You could see a poem falling out of a tree.'

s
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VICTOR KELLEHER

Quaker Wedding

I suppose I'm not what you'd call the confident type, which is probably why I was
never sure where I stood with Anna. I could never quite get her straight. One
minute I'd have this picture of her as someone aggressive and tough as nails; and
the next I'd see her as gentle and innocent, everything you could wish for in a
woman. It's always been like that with us.
Like that night some years ago now when I took her home after a party. I
wasn't drunk or anything, and I don't think she was either. But her folks were out
somewhere, so we start to kiss and cuddle a bit in the kitchen. And you know
how it is-one thing leads to another, and before you know where you are ....
But hold on a minute, because this is the difficult part. I mean, what happened
-it's difficult to be really sure about it, to be able to say, this is exactly the way
it was. All I can do at this stage is tell you what I thought was going on.
To go back to that night. I've got her up against the wall in the dark and pretty
soon she begins to pant and claw at my clothes, just as though she can't wait
another second. 'You bastard,' she says, kind of sighing, 'you brutal bastard.' Still
clawing at me. And I reach under her skirt and drag her pants down to her knees.
I'm pretty worked up myself by then and I can't really hear what she's saying
any more. All I can think of doing is getting her over to the kitchen table and
pulling my own trousers down. But I've no sooner done that (laid her out on the
formica top and pulled one leg clear of my strides) than I hear this noise outside.
'Who's that?' I ask her.
And before she can answer, the door opens, the light clicks on, and there're her
parents standing watching us.
It's all so quick that I don't know what to say. Not that it matters, because
she doesn't give me a chance.
'Get away from me!' she screams out-to me, not them. And then to her
parents. 'For God's sake get him off me!' Helpless now, both arms held protectively across her tits.
Well, that reaction, coming on top of her parents' unexpected arrival, has me so
confused that I can't move. I don't know who to start apologizing to first. And the
next thing her father has me by the collar, slugs me one in the eye, and without
even giving me time to climb back into my trousers, kicks me out the back door.
I tell you, I was bloody pissed off. That bitch, I thought, and vowed never to
go near her again.
But a week later I hear this knock on the front door of the flat, and there she
is, looking exactly like the injured innocent.
'What the hell do you want?' I ask her.
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'Your poor eye!' she says, reaching out to touch my bruise.
But I pull back, fending her off.
'You've got a bloody nerve,' I say, 'coming here like this after what you've
done.'
'After what I've done?' she says, sounding really surprised.
'You heard me,' I say-though already (and as usual) I was beginning to feel
slightly less confident.
'Isn't it a case of what you were trying to do?' she says quietly, with just a
hint of accusation in her voice.
'Only with your encouragement,' I insist.
'What?' she says. Exactly like a little girl now-shocked and gentle and injured
all at once. Impossible to see if she's acting or not. 'Are you suggesting I was
encouraging you that night? You surely can't think that being raped on the kitchen
table is my idea of romantic love.'
'You didn't take much getting on to that table,' I say, really starting to falter
now.
'Does that surprise you?' she asks. 'It was so unexpected. I'd trusted you until
then. And besides, you know I'm not an aggressive sort of person'-which at that
moment, with her wearing her most innocent expression, sounded true enough.
'So it's all my fault,' I grumble, stalling for time and racking my brain for
arguments.
But why go on? The point is, the more she talked and looked at me with her
clear blue eyes, the less sure I became. What the hell did happen that night, I
began asking myself, which one of us really lost control? Was she leading me on
with all that clawing of hers or trying to fend me off? And for the life of me I
couldn't tell any more.
It was never any different with Anna. There was that time she went off for the
weekend with Ken, who used to be a friend of mine. The official line was that
they'd gone on some kind of religious retreat. But I didn't swallow that shit. After
I'd given Ken a good thumping I went round to have it out with her.
'It was perfectly innocent,' she says the moment she sees my face.
'What!' I shout. 'You refuse to go away with me-doesn't matter how often
I ask you. Then you hike off with that lecherous bastard and expect me to believe
it's innocent.'
'You shouldn't judge everyone by yourself,' she says gently, which really stops
me in my tracks.
But as I said earlier, why bother to go on. I could never argue with her for
long without feeling all mixed up and unsure of myself. Only half-convinced, you
might say. There were times when she made me feel I didn't even know myselflike sharing the inside of your head with a stranger. That was what I disliked most
of all. That feeling. And in the end I just gave her up. It was easier that way.
I don't mean I didn't see her at all-but only in passing. Lovers without being
lovers, she called us once. And that was good enough for me. A sort of distant
friend. In fact I hardly exchanged twenty words with her, for a year or more,
right up until the night before her wedding, when she rang up and invited me to
the ceremony.
'Please,' she says, 'for old time's sake.'
I wasn't clear what she meant by that.
'Does Ken know you're asking me?' I say suspiciously.
'No,' she says, as cool as you please, 'but I'm certain he'd agree. Neither of us
wants to carry any unpleasantness over from the past.'
Well I thought I had her there for a while. Calling me behind Ken's backquite bare-faced about it. Pretending he'd agree, when all she was trying to do
10
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was collect her old conquests around her on her wedding day. Gloating. Really
two-faced if you ask me.
At any rate, that's what 1 thought at the time. Which was why 1 expected a
flash affair. You know, dazzling white dress, bloody great church, all the pomp
and show. But when 1 drove half-way across Sydney the next morning 1 was in
for a bit of a let-down. For one thing, 1 couldn't even find the place at first. 1
parked the car and walked around looking for a cathedral or something: and then
1 noticed these people gathered outside this flea-bitten red brick barracks. And
that was it-a Quaker meeting house.
1 remembered then, something about Ken being a Quaker. And it was just as
the idea crossed my mind that 1 saw him. Standing near the entrance, meek enough
for ten, with that bloody awful I-Iove-the-world expression on his face. And right
next to him, looking more saintly than ever, was Anna. 1 must admit, her get-up
was a knock-out. No white dress or anything. Cleverer than that. Just a plain grey
frock-a mixture between the little girl and the early pioneer type; all simple and
home-spun. Even her hair-do fitted the image. All that blond hair pulled back
enough to make her look sort of demure. But not too strict. Some of it left loose,
falling gently about her cheeks, to remind everybody how much there was of it.
As usual she must have spotted me first, because she had that sweet butterwouldn't-melt-in-my-mouth smile all ready for me as soon as 1 set eyes on her.
'I'm so glad you could some,' she says, trying to take my hands. 'I wanted as
many old friends as possible to share this with us.'
'Oh come on Anna,' 1 say, 'who do you think you're kidding? Remember who
you're talking to.'
1 get a few belligerent looks for that. But not from her. She just gives me that
smile again and straight away the confidence starts to drain out of me. So much
so, that 1 beat a retreat while 1 could and escaped into the hall.
Everybody else started to pile through the door about then and pretty soon
there was quite a crowd inside. 1 didn't know what to expect. There was no altar
or cross or anything-only the rows of chairs and the bare hall. Ken and Anna
sat up front, on the right. And on the left was another couple, youngish, but with
Quaker stamped all over them. They weren't there to conduct the ceremony
though. As the young bloke explained to us unbelievers, there wasn't going to be
anything like a normal ceremony. All we had to do was sit around until the spirit
or something moved Ken and Anna to stand up and make a declaration of
marriage. We could pray or think or look out of the window-do what we wanted.
Even stand up and address the crowd if we felt moved to.
As soon as he'd explained all this, most of the heads went down. Anna's too,
just for a minute or so. Then she glances up again, those blue eyes of hers,
delicately fringed with lashes, all fresh and dewy, like something out of one of
those misty make-up ads-almost too good to be true.
Under normal circumstances I'd have probably sat there thinking what a great
actress she was-or at least suspected it was a pose. But to be perfectly honest,
that hall or the atmosphere in there or something had a peculiar effect on me.
And the longer 1 sat there, the more 1 had this creepy feeling that perhaps I'd
misjudged her. 1 don't only mean the night before, but all along-even that time
in the kitchen.
What made it even worse was the speeches. 1 know it must sound silly, but
all that talk began to wear me down. Especially the way it harped on Anna's purity
and innocence, on how she'd escaped the grubby paws of the world. Meaning me,
of course. And try as 1 might to resist it, 1 couldn't stop this idea growing on me
-that she was somehow blameless, and that 1 was as guilty as hell.
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What rammed the point home was the speech of one old man-a really old
bloke who creaked to his feet near the end. Like everyone else he sang Anna's
praises. But that wasn't all. One or two things that he said really sank in. Like the
bit about responsibility.
'Don't think for a minute,' he says, looking slowly round the hall, 'that you've
come here today just to witness a marriage, because there's no such thing as an
onlooker. What these two young people are, what they will become, is partly the
responsibility of all their relatives and friends. You,' he says, looking straight at
me, 'everyone of us-we're all here today to make a decision and to search our
own consciences.'
Normally I don't go much on that heavy stuff, but right then, I don't mind
telling you, my own conscience was giving me a bugger of a time. No matter how
much I wriggled and squirmed inside and made up excuses and arguments, I
couldn't help feeling that everything that had happened in the past was my fault
-that Anna was as innocent as she looked, as everyone said she was. I don't
think I've ever had such a strong feeling. Almost a temptation in its way. And
finally I just gave in to it. Still sitting there in the hall, looking at Anna's
face all peaceful and pure, I say to myself: All right, so I'm the guilty one. It
was me who tried to rape her on the kitchen table and who beat Ken up for
nothing after that weekend-and so on, going through everyone of those past
memories. And d'you know, the moment I admitted it all, that I was the aggressive
bastard who was always fucking everything up and that Anna was blameless,
something weird seemed to happen. A kind of religious experience, I suppose
you'd call it.
Suddenly everything looked dead simple, not heavy or complicated any more.
It was exactly as if I'd cracked the secret of the universe. Unreal. If Ken hadn't
got up right then and started saying how he wished to marry Anna, I think I'd
have been on my feet making a full confession. Taking it all on my own head
and leaving Anna free, as clean as a whistle. As it was, I sat there about a foot
off the chair, just hovering, with all that uncertainty, all that bulls hit and confusion behind me. This is it, I kept thinking, the truth. Just like that. Coming to
me in a flash. While everything in that hall, Anna included, seemed to sparkle
and shine.
What's more, I didn't lose the feeling when we filed out. For the rest of the
morning I seemed to float. It was such a great sensation that I didn't even want
to talk to anyone. I was quite content to stand on the edge of the lawn, near the
back of the garden, and watch everyone else enjoying the reception-which is not
at all like me. Usually I'm one of the first in, grabbing what I can before it's all
gone. But not this time. Don't touch it, I thought, don't spoil anything. Leave it
in peace for a change.
And I did, almost until the last. But shortly before Anna and Ken were due
to leave, she waves and signals for me to come over. So I saunter up and let her
take my hands in that pure way of hers, not saying a word. Stay out of it, I keep
thinking.
'Have you forgiven me?' she says. 'Aren't you glad now that you came? I know
I am.'
And she leans forward with her eyes closed, mouth pursed and ready, while
Ken looks on, blank as ever. Well I hesitate for a few seconds, but when she
doesn't move I finally bend over intending to give her a cool brotherly kiss. And
then ....
But once again this is hard to explain. You see, it's really difficult now to say
who exactly did the kissing-I mean, whose tongue it was that poked forward and
searched the inside of a mouth. Not gentle and soft either. Really thrusting and
12
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aggressive. Whose? All I know for sure is that it happened and that we both
pulled away and stared at each other.
I must say, she seemed surprised enough. But then that was the way I felt too.
In fact for a moment there the whole experience really threw me. I felt as though
somebody had stood me on my head, because all at once the whole world felt
upside down. I didn't know where I was. I honestly don't think I'd have been
surprised if Anna had suddenly slipped a note into my hand-something like,
'Only two weeks to go. Save it up for me. See you then lover.' At least I'd have
known where I was.
But as usual nothing happened. And the next minute Ken and Anna are getting
ready to leave on their honeymoon and all the guests are pushing past me. Until
finally I'm left there on my own in the middle of the lawn. That was when the
old man, the Quaker who'd made the speech in the hall, came up.
'A beautiful couple,' he says, beaming all over his face. 'A fine young man and
a remarkable young woman.'
As he spoke, I glanced over towards the car. Anna was just about to slide into
the front seat. But right at the last she hesitated and peered at the crowd as though
searching for someone. Evidently it was me she was after, because the moment she
spots me in the background she stands on tip-toe and quickly blows me a kiss.
And for the life of me I couldn't read it. A gentle farewell kiss? A sisterly kiss?
A promise of things to come? A fuck you jack I'm all right kiss? God knows.
And if He doesn't let on, who am I to say. So that's the way it is, I think. And
no sooner has the thought flashed through my head than-Bang! All that floating
feeling, all that purity crap, is shot to hell. And with a thump I'm down on the
solid ground again, with everything back to normal.
I can't say it was a great sensation. And yet funnily enough it wasn't too bad
either. In some ways almost better than that floaty, pure stuff. A kind of relief.
The old solid world back again. Welcome home, I say to myself, and I pick up
a full glass of champagne from the table next to me. Before I can drink it though,
the old man puts his arm across my shoulder in a brotherly sort of way-and as
he does so, I hear the car door bang closed.
'Yes,' he says again, somehow sad and happy together, 'a remarkable young
woman.'
By then the glass is almost to my lips-I can see his face distorted through the
curve of the rim. And I pause just long enough to say:
'Amen, brother, amen.'
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BRUCE DAWE

Over the River
Like
with
with
who

the murderer on the far bank of the river
the stain darkening between him and the world
its sunlights and petalled clouds,
sees others walking in the world so near

Like the lover who can still remember
waking at dawn to other things than her hair
the taste of her voice, shadow of her lips,
sloping curve of the day's intensity
You think of the park rallies, meetings,
the kids who have nothing to lose but belief,
vigils outside the court house, street-walks with placards,
petitions with the signatures of the stubborn few who care
for their names' sakes,
the stolid perplexity of police, fellow-exiles we meet
in the maze,
and you know, like murderer, like lover,
there is no way over the river but to swim
no way out of the street but further in.

14
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ROSEMARY AUCHMUTY

Ten Years Since

1967
It used to be a regular thing for Kay and her friends to gather behind the
junior toilets at recess to smoke a communal cigarette or two and exchange misinformed opinions about boys and sex and love and marriage. Kay made the
cigarettes herself out of her own papers and tobacco and although she never
asked for monetary contributions her friends all understood their unspoken debt
and were ready to oblige with appropriate favours when called upon to do so
in return. Kay's right to the territory between the back wall of the toilets and
the shrub-shrouded fence was generally recognised and no girl in the school would
have intruded upon the favoured circle in conference. As for the teachers, it was
unheard of for them to deviate from the established duty beat around the asphalt
strips and the hockey field: so it was with a sense of just astonishment not to say
grievance that the gang met its nemesis in the shape of Miss Barry the senior
science mistress making an inexplicable detour on to the path around the toilet
block one day. She found Judy, Annabel, Liz and Pauline behind the toilets where
they should not be, seated in a row astride their school ports with their backs
against the flushing walls while, facing them, the architect of their crime sorted,
packed and rolled tobacco in cigarette papers with long eager fingers.
Hearing the crunch of authority's foot upon the gravel the five looked up,
startled; seeing Miss Barry standing there, four were disconcerted. But the fifth,
Kay, tossed the long strands of black hair from her face and went on with her
task, delicately moistening the edge of the paper with a deliberate tongue to seal
the makeshift treat. Then she addressed Miss Barry in her cheekiest tones: 'Got
a light?' she asked.
'Not for you,' answered Miss Barry, and plucked the cigarette from her very
fingers and threw it into a nearby bin.
'Oh, Miss Barry!'
Standing there in her tailored tweed suit and sensible shoes Miss Barry was a
formidable figure but Kay was lucky and she knew it. If Miss Barry could be
said to have a soft spot for anyone of her pupils it was for Kay. When Kay
smashed up her leg in an accident fooling around with her sister's motor bike
Miss Barry alone of all the teachers in the school came to visit her in those dark
hours in the hospital and later convalescing in lonely exile in her parents' home.
'Do me a favour.' Miss Barry spoke to Kay alone and held her with her eyes.
'What?'
'Be a good girl,' said Miss Barry, and walked away.
'Gosh that was lucky,' breathed Judy when she had gone. 'If it had been anyone else .. .'
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'Not luck; good management,' said Kay lightly as she constructed another
cigarette.
The others watched her uneasily.
'That's not being a good girl,' Pauline observed, daring.
'Who cares?' said Kay.

1969
Judy was the first to fulfil their adolescent dreams, and the other four, not yet
scattered too widely for reunion, attended upon her wedding in full force. She
was a virginal nineteen years of age and Pauline had already ceased to speak her
language: their relationship was now based solely in nostalgia. Any venture outside
that safe territory invited dissension and even non-comprehension. Up for the
weekend Pauline went round to Kay's fiat in a terrace basement after the ceremony. The night had turned bitterly cold and Kay's fingers trembled a little as
she rolled a joint for old time's sake. They shared it on the rug in front of the
gas fire and watched through the uncurtained window the legs of people passing
on the pavement outside.

1972
It was, they said, a perfect wedding. Kay looked a picture in her empire-line
gown, her long dark hair tucked into the little cap that brides wore now instead
of the deceptive veil. It was true that she had to endure some jibes for having
chosen cream instead of white-'off-white' some crude folk sniggered-but it
did tone perfectly with the rose-pink crepe dresses worn by the bridesmaids and
with Graham's ruffled shirt which was very nearly the same colour. Graham
himself looked uncommonly handsome, and everyone remarked that Kay had
done well for herself. As he waited tense and straight in the church for his bride
to come the sun streaming through the stained glass windows cast comical blotches
of colour on his clothes and skin; but when the organist swung into the merry
strains of Purcell's Trumpet Tune (Kay had refused to walk up the aisle to
Here Comes the Bride) the face he presented to his advancing wife was as white
as the marble headstone on a tomb.
The strong westerly wind which blew that day swept the bride's bouquet
intended for the chief bridesmaid Annabel into the inappropriate hands of the
clergyman, while all the photographs taken outside the church were marred by
an unfortunate swirl of skirts and hair. But for all that the sun shone and the
rain held off until the moment of the young couple's departure for Katoomba.
Then, the champagne and the sausage rolls, the party pies and pavlovas all things
of the past, the trite remarks all spoken and the toasts drunk, it came, a sudden
downpour. In her going-away outfit-a startlingly severe suit of brown woollen
cloth buttoned to the neck-Kay circled her guests kissing each farewell. She came
to Miss Barry, burst into tears, clung to her and refused to leave.
Graham waited embarrassed by the open door. Outside the rain streamed down.
Her mother wrenched the girl away and pointed her towards her husband and
finally, amid a chorus of Good Luck, they left. Pauline went home feeling depressed.
No one spoke of this jarring incident afterwards. It was, they said, a perfect
wedding.
Two years later Graham ran off with Kay's chief bridesmaid.

1975
March 31st. There was an appointment entered at that date in Pauline's diary:
'Kitchen shower at Judy's', it read. The shower was for Liz, the latest in their
set to get herself a husband. It was not the sort of social function Pauline went
16
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in for really and even the old ties of friendship would not have proved sufficient
to drag her along had not Judy-guessing, perhaps-appended the inducement to
her invitation that 'Kay will be there'. Pauline had not seen Kay since the latter's
wedding.
Judy and her husband had bought a home about a hundred yards from the
old school: this had been Judy's choice. For Pauline it was terrible driving through
the flat familiar suburbs with their associations unchanged over all the years; and
the sight of the modest Californian bungalow, so dispiriting in its sameness to its
neighbours, caused a gloom of regret to settle over her even before she had
walked in the door with her parcel of tea towels in her hand.
Judy answered her ring. Eight years had confirmed her in the qualities and
accomplishments, incipient at school, which suited her present role in life. Attractive, efficient, she coped with everything and everyone, assisted by three little
Judies who were junior copies of their mother with their blond curls and pastel
frocks. Pauline was conducted into a spotless living room visually reminiscent of
Judy's mother's living room: there were the same ornamental bookcases, the nests
of tables, the vases of roses set on doilies and the baby photos on the mantle.
Spread across the chintz-covered sofa was the smiling mountain of flesh that was
Liz, the bride-to-be, her fat face puckered in bewildered pride. She who was so
plain and unalluring had never really expected to win a lover and even now could
hardly believe her good fortune. Pauline offered her the customary felicitations
and the tea towels and eased herself into the portion remaining of the sofa.
'Kay isn't here yet,' Judy explained, picking up the chintz antimacassar her
guest had accidentally displaced and re-settling it on the arm of the chair. As for
Annabel, it seemed that she was absent overseas travelling with Kay's ex-husband:
a tactful accident which would save Judy any social embarrassment when Kay
arrived.
She came in just as they had decided not to wait any more and Liz was already
tucking into the club sandwich and jam sponge. Thinner and paler than ever, her
lank hair disordered about her face and shoulders, Kay limped into that incongruous room (the leg had never set properly) and swept the gathering with a
brilliant gaze. 'She's high,' thought Pauline.
Judy fussed her into a seat and brought her tea and food. She refused both and
took out a cigarette. 'Well, how does it feel?' she asked Liz.
'Terrific,' said poor Liz, blushing. She sensed that Kay was going to mock her.
Kay, however, was in a genial mood.
'I hope it goes on feeling that way,' she said kindly but without a great deal
of conviction. She turned to Judy. 'God it's unnerving coming back here. Whatever possessed you to live so near the school?'
'Happy memories,' Judy responded composedly. Kay looked amazed.
'What are you doing now, Kay?' asked Pauline.
'Oh, this and that,' was the vague reply. 'Nice little kids you've got, Judy. What
are their names?'
The conversation shifted to children and husbands.
At five-thirty the fiance, a little weed of a chap, came for Liz. They invited Kay
and Pauline to dine with them but Pauline declined. 'Sorry, 1 have to get back to
Sydney tonight.'
Kay said, 'Could 1 hitch a lift with you, then?'
'Of course. 1 didn't know you were living in Sydney.'
'I came up by train,' Kay said by way of explanation. She turned back to the
fiance. 'Nice to meet you,' she chattered. 'And if 1 don't see you again, Lizzie, all
the best for the future.'
'But of course you'll come to the wedding?'
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Kay shook her head. 'I don't know,' she said. 'Goodbye, Judy. Thanks for
inviting me along. You've really made something out of marriage and motherhood, haven't you?'
Not knowing how to reply to this, Judy mumbled that it was nice Kay had
been able to come.
They drove to Sydney in almost complete silence. After a few frustrated efforts
to engage her passenger in conversation Pauline ceased trying and concentrated on
the road. A peculiar depression had fallen on Kay, a reaction to her former cheerfulness, it seemed. From time to time Pauline glanced across wondering if she
had fallen asleep but always she found her staring bright-eyed into the darkness.
As they approached the city outskirts she asked: 'Where do you live, Kay? I can
take you home; there's plenty of time.'
She realised that she knew absolutely nothing about Kay's present circumstances.
Kay roused herself and said, 'Just drop me at Hornsby station.'
'Are you sure? I'm not in a hurry to get back, you know; I only said that to
get out of spending the evening with Liz. Where are you living now?'
Kay was not going to tell her. 'The station will do fine,' she insisted.
'Oh, come on, Kay, it's no trouble, really.'
'There's the station,' Kay announced, gathering up her things. 'Just here will
do. Goodbye, Pauline. Thanks for the lift.'
'It was a pleasure. See you again some time.'
Kay leapt out. 'Goodbye,' she said again, firmly, and slammed the car door
shut.

1977
In the Banksia Room of the Great Southern Hotel the tables had been laid
for two hundred guests. Green and yellow ribbons spanned the length of the high
table and festooned the window sills, the portrait of the Queen and the piano. The
attractive floral decorations, also in green and yellow, together with the absence
of a barman betokened a ladies' reception ... And already the ladies had started
to arrive, casting aside their wraps and furs at the door to fasten little name tags
edged in green and yellow to their bosoms flat or ample and circulate each with
her glass of lemon squash in her hand among friends and fellow ex-students.
'Fancy seeing you here.' Pauline was genuinely surprised at the encounter.
'I come most years,' Miss Barry replied rather bluntly.
'Oh! Of course, I've never come before,' Pauline admitted apologetically. 'As
a matter of fact I didn't know you were an ex-student.'
'I've got a few old school friends I only see at the annual reunion,' Miss Barry
explained. Pauline knew that she was now a lecturer at one of the Sydney teachers'
colleges. 'But what brings you here?'
'I'm the guest speaker.' Pauline sounded even more apologetic. 'It's not my
fault, really. It's just that Judy is president of the Ex-students' Union now and she
couldn't think of anyone else to invite.'
'I see.' Miss Barry had taken a packet of cigarettes from her evening purse
and was engaged in lighting one with fumbling fingers. Staring, fascinated, Pauline
suddenly seemed to see another pair of hands that trembled as they touched the
match to the paper and she remarked in direct consequence of the memory:
'Do you know what happened to Kay, Miss Barry? We lost touch a couple
of years ago.'
The minute she shifted her gaze from the woman's hands to her face she
realised that involuntarily she had said the wrong thing. Miss Barry's expression
changed and she dropped the cigarette.
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'She's dead,' she said, bending down to retrieve the cigarette so that Pauline
could not see her face any more.
When she looked at her again it had resumed its usual grave lines.
'Oh-sorry,' was Pauline's inadequate response. A pause for recovery ensued.
Then: 'When did it happen?' she asked.
'Two years ago.'
'I didn't know she'd been dead as long as that.' It was another blow. 'Why, it
was only about two years ago that 1 last saw her.'
'Where was that?'
'At Judy's place at a kitchen tea for Liz, just before her wedding. That would
be at the end of March 75.'
'What date?' Miss Barry was perceptibly startled.
'The 31 st, 1 think. Why?'
'She died the next day.'
'On April Fool's Day? Pauline exclaimed, and again she had that urge to laugh.
'Well-she always was a bit of a clown.'
'I'd rather not talk about it,' said Miss Barry coldly.
Silence draped the conversation. Just as it was threatening to become obscene
a sweet imperious voice intruded thankfully from above. 'Ladies, please take your
places at table,' Judy was announcing. They parted.
The highlight of every annual reunion was the 'Passing Parade'. Miss Franks
at the piano played softly through the School Song while President Judy called
the years one by one beginning with the school's foundation in the early 1900s.
Only two ladies of those pioneer days were present and as they wavered to their
feet frail and withered the other ex-students broke into admiring applause which
they acknowledged with proud crumpled smiles, leaning heavily on their sticks.
As the dates approached closer and closer to the present more and more ladies
stood. '1948, 1949, 1950,' Judy intoned. Pauline saw that Miss Barry had risen
with two or three companions. The years increased. '1967,' called Judy, and she
herself rose with Liz, Annabel and Pauline. '1974, 1975, 1976,' brought the
blushing teenagers and at last everybody was standing. Judy nodded to Miss
Franks who belted out a few up tempo chords and then everyone sang the School
Song together. No one needed to follow the words written on the back of the
placecards: the lines so often sung in youth were imprinted on every memory
for life.
To us the School holds out the torch
Of learning keen and clear;
She lights the golden way that leads
To where achievement crowns the deeds
Of industry sincere ...
Liz who was eight months pregnant and swayed about like an outsize caravan
left the show early but Pauline had the opportunity to exchange a few inane
remarks with Annabel before Graham arrived to take her home. Judy being preoccupied with SUbscriptions and general business at the high table, Pauline
clutched her presentation coffee spoon still in its green and yellow cladding and
made her way across the room to where Miss Barry stood dignified and formidable in a navy suit and sensible shoes.
'Are you staying in town overnight, Miss Barry?'
'Yes-here at the Great Southern.'
'So am I.' Pauline glanced at her watch. 'You know, if we leave now we'll be
able to get a drink downstairs before the bar closes. Coming?'
'Good idea,' said Miss Barry; and they slipped out together.
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ANNE PARRATT

The Last Train
I had missed the last train
and stood forsaken on the platform
without any motion, shocked,
to be so completely alone
covered by the slate grey of no train
in a strange city
with no-where to go.
The station looked like a room after a party
vacated by all but ghosts
and empty glasses, cigarette butts
and chairs in different places
a forlorn room, no longer sparkling
with laughter and conversation.
Having missed the last train
I too, became part of the grey
and curled up on a seat
and waited
deserted by all but unwanted pieces of paper
wind swirled, taking
little parts of my imagination
into dusty comers
to feel the ethereal forms of others
who had missed the last train.
and had also waited.
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JOHN D. SIMMONDS

The Last Hello

'Hello! I'm a writer. I'm looking for a heroine.'
'Heroine!'
'Yes. You know. I'm writing a novel. The man's okay, but the woman-the
main character- .. .'
'Why me?'
'Well, you're attractive, and .. .'
'Attractive!'
'Of course. You must have tremendous success with men.'
'But, you're .. .'
'A writer!'
'And I'm thirty-four ... By the way, my name's Margaret.'
They met for a drink the next day: the wine superb, the music suggestive. They
talked and talked. They laughed. The moon was seen to bed.
"Oh Maggie, you were beautiful. Beautiful!'
'Thank you. It's not often I get such a compliment. After all, I'm not young
any more!'
'What's that got to do with it? Anyway, you're certainly not too old to learn
new tricks, are you?'
'That was my first time,' she replied, shyly.
'Hello! ... No, don't run away. I want your help. I'm a writer.'
The girl turned.
'I'm looking for a heroine!'
'Huh!'
'Really. I'm writing a novel-my fifth. But the female part's wrong, somehow.
I always find the heroine difficult.'
'A novel?'
'Yes. Will you be the model for my heroine?'
'Heroine! Me? I'm only a kid.'
'How old are you?'
'Sixteen.'
'Perfect. The hero's nineteen. Like my son. You should meet him. You'd like
him. '
'Oh wow!'
'What's your name?'
'Sue.'
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'Well, Sue. I'll tell you what. Come along for dinner, one of these days. You
can meet him, and we can talk about the book.'
'Dinner?'
'Tea.'
She hesitated.
When she arrived, it was explained that the boy had gone to Sydney unexpectedly but would be back in a few days. The two could meet then.
'In the meantime, since you've come, let's talk about the story.'
'Okay ... Those his boots?'
'No. Mine.'
'Yours? ... Oh!'
'Yes ... So, you're sixteen.'
'Yeah.'
'And never been kissed. " You're very pretty you know. Lots of boyfriends,
I suppose?'
'You bet.'
'Are you a ... ?'
The girl laughed.
"You're joking! Of course not. I love it. But I'm getting a bit bored with kid
stuff.'
'Looking for new "kicks", eh?'
'Yeah ... Wow! This girl friend of mine, at school. Oh wow! You know. She
spent the night with a .. .'
'An older man?'
'No ... Oh, you know. Real kinky.'
'Kinky? Was it good?'
'Yeah. Fantastic, she said.'
There was a smile on her face the next morning, when she was woken up to
go to school.
'Was that "fantastic"?,
'Oh wow!'
'Hello ... How would you like to be my heroine?'
'What?'
'I'm a writer, and I'm .. .'
'A writer? What do you write?'
'Fiction.'
'That must be interesting. What kind of stories?'
'Adventure, mostly.'
'Adventure!'
'Yes. And love, of course ... That's what I usually have trouble with. I'm doing
a novel now, but the heroine's wrong.'
The problem was explained briefly. They exchanged telephone numbers. A
few days later Stephanie, as she was called, accepted an invitation for dinner.
It was not a great success, as dinners went. She drank too much. She drank
so much, in fact, that she was incapable of driving home and had to spend the
night at the flat. But the queen-size bed was accommodating.
The next morning she felt like death, she announced.
'My God, what a night! Can't remember a thing. Or not much, anyway ... Did
I put myself to bed?'
'No, I did.'
'You?'
'Yes.'
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'Did you ... I mean, undressing?'
'Yes.'
'Oh!'
'For once I didn't need my electric blanket. You were so warm, and CUddly.'
'Oh, my God! Do you mean .... ?'
'It's alright, really. Haven't you ever done that sort of thing before?'

'Hello! I'm writing a novel. And I need a heroine.'
'Oh yes. I'm a writer, too.'
'Are you?'
'Poetry.'
'Ah!'
'And you? What do you write?'
'Oh, this and that. But it's not going too well. The female character's wrong.'
'In what way?'
'I don't really know. She's beautiful, and very sexy. In her early twenties. Just
like you, in fact, if you'll pardon me saying so.'
'Do go on. I may be a bit surprised, but I'm certainly not offended.'
'Thank you ... It's the love scene that's the problem.'
'Ah hal And you think that I look like the sort of girl who could show you
how it's done, eh? Naughty!'
'Yes. I suppose so. But there's a bit of naughtiness in all of us, isn't there?'
The young woman, who said her name was Barbara, agreed.
She turned up for dinner two nights later.
Uninhibited, quite uninhibited, she had been. So much had she enjoyed it, she
said with a grin as she left the next morning, that they would just have to have
a repeat performance, and soon.
'Only the next time we'll reverse the roles. You must come to my place.'

'Hello! I want someone ... I mean, I'm looking for a heroine for my next
story. I'm a writer.'
The girl's eyes opened wide. Then she turned sharply and hurried away. Her
jeans were so tight and well-worn that it looked as though she had nothing on but
blue paint.
'Ah well! You can't win them all.'
But ten minutes later, there she was again sunning herself on a bench.
'Honestly. I am a writer. I've written lots of novels.'
It took a long time to convince her that it was not an ordinary pick-up.
They had a coffee and, after a while, were chatting like old friends.
If Julie was only nineteen when she walked into the flat for lunch the next
day she was very much more mature when she left.
It was amazing how it had developed, and how rapidly. The jeans had done
the trick. They were so sensual, so essentially feminine.

'Hello! I'm a .. .'
'And so am 1.'
'I was going to say, I am a writer.'
'Oh! Well it takes all kinds.'
'I'm looking for a heroine.'
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'Well, at least it's a new approach.'
There was a slight pause as they looked into each other's eyes.
'I am a writer, actually.'
'Right. 1 believe you.'
Silence again.
'What are you doing now? 1 mean, are you free?'
'As a bird.'
'Well, 1 was wondering. Would you like to come back to the flat?'
'Right.'
'What's your name?'
'Sally. And yours?'
'Mine? .. Helen.'

JOHN M. WRIGHT
For Chiko Rolls,
Dual Exhausts and You
Even with Chiko Rolls and hamburgers,
dual exhausts on every second car,
this town preserves a perverse and private life
where the harsh sea glitters in sun like sandpaper
and the hills bump over valleys,
you can get there on bitumen
I've come back to your hometown,
I've come on eight new cylinders,
their healthy double-stuttering rattle through the mountains
I've come with shaky hands to farmers' land,
they have taken you in,
1 know you're there somewhere, hiding away
-by the hotel someone had your walk,
someone else with your toss of the head, half-knowing,
you've never looked over your shoulder.
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ANNE KING

"morning monday"
morning monday
he stammers the chair
closer into the breakfast table
the tired linoleum screams
he folds himself in to late edition print
showered, bespectacled and spoiling for it
she silences the squealing kettle
red fingernails
flash with steel
slicing lemons into the sink
her eyes make a remark
and the eyes in the mirror wink:
there are lots of ways to kill
this cat.
'here', she smiles
placing coffee at his elbow,
'stir it yourself.'

BILLY MARSHALL-STONEKING

"Next ?"
Today, a man in a red necktie
tipped his hat to a blond
standing next to him in the tram.
Her green eyelids and stoplight lips
didn't bat a heartbeat.
Who said 'modem art' wasn't dead?
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PETER GOLDSWORTHY
Games People Play
1. Monopoly
If you own enough cash

to buy a jail free
or a handful of pubs
on blue street
get rid of it quick.
Spend it or burn it
pay someone to take it
away.
Where money touched
hands or lips
wash carefully.
Sneer.
You would never win
and this
feels almost as good.
2. Snakes and Ladders
There is a snake
after every ladder
a valley after every peak
a morning after
after every night.
This can be read
in any Sanskrit text
in any comic book
in the bitter sweat
of any palm.
There is a snake
after every ladder.
Just believe
there is another ladder
after that.
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3. Draughts
This is not chess.
No firing line of pawns
bishops thrust into breaches
skulking despots.
Here is a flat world
of flat equals.

A dream
that hard work
makes any counter
king.
A road
from black into white
from day into night.
4. Musical Chairs
When the music stops
grab two chairs
one for your feet
shoot anyone who argues.
Never forget the rules
a good clean bullet
no spitting on the battlefield
innocent dogs and cats
are spared.
The game is over
when there aren't enough players
to go around.
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WENDY BUNY AN

River and Me
I don't go swimming nude
many days just river and me
just river and me and willow tree
many days just me
scotch thistles and stinging nettles
the swallows and sparrows
and once a boy with a spear
stood still on a rock for an hour
and went home with a fine perch
I hope I can stay long enough
to catch what is mine to catch
this girl on a river bank
tired of her skirts
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GEOFF PAGE

Guide to a Spanish Church
From a distance the church will be sailing
into the sun over weathered roofs.
Inside is the sepia wash
from windows the light leans through
showing beside you
the shining plate the twisted hair
the shattered neck of San Juan Bautista.
In dusty air
the scenes of martyrs will be hungthe moment always before the moment
instruments poised in expert hands
the saint spreadeagled fire well· fanned
the axemen or the arches ready
the hero kneeling or knotted to a tree
the brilliant crowd impassiveand turning you will also see
a crucifix life-size-the crown
of thorns and loin cloth real
the waxwork mediocre but the pain
well-understood. And later sealed
in curlecues of gold and glass
San Pedro's index finger.
Centuries of knights and prelates
still hold out in stone. You linger
by the door-the light has failed to candle points.
Walking away you feel already
the moon above the mast behind you
the ship adrift on its frosty roofs.
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CAROL COHN

Catherine Howard at
Hampton Court
I walked in the maze and saw,
beneath an iceglittering sun,
two doves like grey robed clerics,
small skulled, conspiritorial,
stalk between the yew trees.
Around me, ruddy autumn lay
in decomposing heaps of russet,
gold and green. Now I see
my hopes, my husband and the year
rot in the one season.
My thoughts lie with my lover.
My body, though, must this night lie
beside the king, my husband,
that bag of decay,
that old man cracked in the joints,
that travesty of greatness.
In vain, I tread the year down.
Vainly I pace this garden
and alone, glimpse my own image
in the bloody bowl of a rose.
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Stranger

10

Montoro

Something strange has nested in the church steeple.
From where we sit, the nest is visible,
stuck like an enormous picture hat atop the belfry.
It is vast, surely the home of some great wild thing,
come from out the far valleys.
Down below, the town's fat pigeons,
as numerous as televisions,
happily parade around the town square,
like a gathering of men.
They are of our kind, these birds,
we understand each other,
we are alike even to our vices.
This other is different.
With it, we can never live comfortably.
We must always look up, dreading the moment when,
wings wide, it will swoop above us,
stirring the air, plunging the square into darkness,
blotting out the sky.
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HENDRIK KOLENBERG

Hubert Smeed (1883-1965)
"A contemporary topographical artist"

It is interesting to note the republication this year (1978) of a little book called
'Western Landmarks'. The text is by Ronald P. Wright, recently retired Arts
Librarian at the State Reference Library in James Street, where he served for
some 46 years. The illustrations are by Hubert Smeed. *
The Art Gallery of Western Australia has quite a number of Smeed's drypoints,
and it is these and some of his drawings which make up the plates in this booklet.
It is noteworthy that a concern with recording Perth has particularly interested
the few printmakers who feature in Western Australia's cultural history. Henri van
Raalte (1881-1929), A. B. Webb (1887-1944), Edith Trethowan (1901-1939) and
Beatrice Darbyshire (b. 1901) have all made memorable images of local views and
landmarks.
Hubert Smeed also shared such a vision and concentrated almost entirely on
topographical subjects. Unfortunately apart from two newspaper articles in The
West Australian on 22 August 1957 and 11 September 1958 there has been little
further attention given to his life and work, although there is growing interest
given to his work by collectors.
Some details of the artist's life were given to me by his son Hugh who allowed
me to photocopy a remarkable small journal in which his father had punctiliously
recorded the facts of his working life. Unfortunately it leaves off upon his retirement in 1948. No mention is therefore made of his work as an etcher.
According to this journal George Hubert Smeed was born on 7 May 1883 at
East Court Farm, East Grinstead in Sussex, England, and was articled as an
apprentice to a civil engineer in 1901 (his indenture as an apprentice is also to
be found in the journal). Further inside the journal is pasted a small newspaper
advertisement neatly inscribed in Smeed's hand from the 'Contract Journal', 14
September 1910, which calls for engineering draughtsmen for Western Australia.
The advert comments on "a particularly healthy climate", next to which Smeed
has humorously written "108 0 in the shade". Partly informed therefore of conditions in Western Australia Hubert Smeed arrived in Perth 20 February 1911
commencing duties with the Public Works Department a few days later at a
salary of £180 p.a.
Each rise in salary, change in the conditions of service, projects he was involved
with, and holiday times are noted in the journal with pedantic accuracy. For
instance in 1931 during his long service leave he carefully notes his departure and
arrival for England, but neglects commenting on his experiences, even though this
seems to have been his only return trip to his birthplace.
The journal was found in unusual circumstances. After Smeed's death one of
his sons discovered a secret drawer in his desk which contained this journal. Such
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details of his life must therefore have held a private significance for him. He died
on 29 March 1965. A severe bout of shingles during the last years of his life must
have accounted for his withdrawn and dour personality, though his prolific activity
as an etcher must also have offered the necessary release from care.
Smeed's activity as an etcher seems to have begun after his retirement in 1948
and been his overriding passion, although he certainly made drawings before that
(the Art Gallery has drawings dated 1944, 1945 in its collection). His careful pen
and ink drawings often were drawn 'on the spot' and many of his delicate landscapes made when he was duck-shooting in and around Wagin Lakes and Great
Southern. His plates of zinc, copper or brasst were often beaten fiat by hand and
printed on an old 'mangle'. Being drypoints, the burr left when scratching an
image directly onto a metal plate quickly wore down and his friend the chemist
Roger Groom noticed that often only about 12 impressions were taken from each
plate. After Smeed's death Mr Groom assisted the artist's widow by selling what
remained of his work to the 'Collectors Market and Art Gallery' then functioning
in Leederville. It was from here that some were acquired by the Art Gallery.
Hubert Smeed's interpretation of Perth's architecture was at times rather awkward. However his drypoints are extremely sensitively drawn and printed, despite
obviously primitive conditions. Moreover his innocent vision of Perth will be
increasingly valued when many of the buildings he depicted have gone. He is
therefore the direct heir to our colonial artists of the nineteenth century.

* Western Landmarks' (Historic Buildings of Western Australia). Descriptions by Ronald P
Wright, B.A. Drawings by H. Smeed. First published by Paterson Brokensha Pty. Ltd., Perth,
1960, and later reprinted (undated) by Lamb Paterson Pty. Ltd., W.A. Reprinted by University
of Western Australia Press, 1978. Smeed approached the original publisher initially to publish
his views of historic buildings, and since Mr Paterson knew Mr Ron Wright at the State
Library suggested that he write the historical background to each building depicted. The
collaboration between artist, publisher and author was thereby a rather happy and successful
venture on a modest scale.
t A small number of perspex plates have also recently come to my attention.
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HELEN DANIEL

Ou tsiders and Society:
"Poor Fellow My Country"

In its concern with the plight of the Aborigine and particularly the half-caste in
Australian society, Capricornia was a forerunner of a great range of novels with a
similar concern, few with comparable power and few with the breadth of its
vision. The racial theme derived much of its impact from the wider vision of the
novel, the image of man in a world of accident and fortuitous circumstances,
where an indiscriminate fate mocks the purposes of all its characters. Of the
essential human predicament, the racial predicament is a paradigm. As Vincent
Buckley argued in his important discussion of Capricornia, Herbert is concerned
not only with the social injustice done to aborigines and half-castes, but with
a cosmic injustice done to all men ... although Herbert is centrally concerned
with racial injustice, he presents it as one result among others of a fatal
anomaly in the ordering not just of society but of the universe. Behind the
explicit social concern is a metaphysical one ...1
The range of its reference and the integrity of its vision marked Capricornia out
from most portrayals of the Aborigine, portrayals largely confined to either a
lyrical description of Aboriginal life or the exposure of social injustice and the
disintegration of Aboriginal culture. In Poor Fellow My Country, as in his earlier
novel, the racial theme is a focus of Herbert's spiritual and moral questioning
and an emblem of the wider human predicament. However, in the later novel,
there is more attention to man's complicity in his own fate and the disorder
Herbert perceives in Australian society is more socially explicable. Man seems at
the mercy less of fate than of his own nature in monstrous complicity with the
accidents of circumstance. This is not to suggest that the universal disorder is no
longer a felt presence but it is to suggest that the emphasis has shifted to admit
greater human responsibility-and continuing responsibility-at the same time as
it admits a concomitantly greater freedom. Rather than buffeted helplessly by circumstances, man is an accomplice, actively contributing to his fate and bearing
guilt in a way which one could not feel of Tocky or Tim O'Cannon.
Poor Fellow My Country explores and discovers, far more than Capricomia,
the dislocation and loss of the opportunities for human order and the dignity of
a society in harmony with the created world. It finds an essential emptiness and
sterility in Australian society that has sprung in part from a failure to comprehend
its own nature, a failure of self-awareness that stunts the growth of identity, and
in part from a failure to establish a bond with the land. The plight of the Aborigines and white attitudes to them Herbert establishes as an emblem of the failure
of Australian society, its alien culture pushed into service as an absolute, its
rigidity and arrogance shutters against the numinous. The novel creates a vision
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of man as an alien in his land, stubbornly destroying his own identity as he
destroys Aboriginal identity. Yet Herbert's indictment of white society and its
racial attitudes, his mourning for the aborted Australian identity, are subsumed
into the prevailing mode of a quest, a search for affirmation, that lifts the novel
above despair in spite of the desolation and loss it discovers in Australian society.
Indeed, as Laurie Herganhan has suggested,2 the novel rises to a tragic vision
through its balancing celebration, its power to evoke the dignity of man and its
defiance of the negation and aridity it discovers. Thomas Keneally has argued
that the vision of Australians as a people without a spiritual homeland has been
a recurrent feature of our fiction, citing as examples, Voss, To the I stands, The
Tilted Cross and his own Bring Larks and Heroes. 3 Poor Fellow shares with these
novels that vision of spiritual displacement but it does so through a sustained and
vital realisation of the Aboriginal bond with the land, on one hand, and, on the
other, an intense rendering of the socio-political purposes of white society that
bespeak its insulation against its own spiritual needs.
Poor Fellow explores the experience and perceptions of the outsider in a
diversity of ways, ways so interwoven that it attains to a compelling wholeness
of vision. Broadly, it reflects man as an outsider in the created world, his purpose
at odds with it, his assumptions revealing a culpable ignorance of himself in the
created world. More particularly, it integrates social, racial and individual images
of the outsider. While it explores the conflict of Jeremy Delacy, Rifkah and Alfie
with social forces that are often institutionalised, it explores too Jeremy's personal
estrangement from Australian society, the course of Alfie's awakening antagonism
and, with less success, Rifkah's search for a place and a refuge. At the same time,
there is a pervasive concern with the permanent outsider, the Aborigine scrabbling
for his freedom and dignity in the rough hard ground of white society, his own
society crumbling as he is left adrift between the two worlds. And it offers too,
Prindy, searching for his 'rown road' with gentle insistence in the midst of turbulence and a multiplicity of 'roads' thrust upon him. Through these, it presents a
vision of deracination and disorder but it does so with sharp particularity and
fidelity to individual experience at the same time as it suggests wider social
realities.
These are large claims for the novel but claims I think ultimately valid. It is
not without the unconvincing, the tedious and the didactic. It has some strain in
plot and characterisation and, at times, circumstances are suggestive more of
Herbert's manipUlation than, as in Capricornia, of the accidents of fate, of
universal disorder. Often, Herbert's presence is intrusive, his convictions determining characterisation and creating stereotyped figures. Jeremy himself can pall and,
as Randolph Stow has pointed out,4 it is difficult to accept that Jeremy is so
sought after, as leader of the Free Australia movement and Commander-in-Chief
of the Northern Division. It is even more difficult to accept that Jeremy would
yield to such demands. This brings a fundamental improbability to some sustained
and central sequences of the novel, sequences where too Herbert's tendency to
mockery and bitterness, to the simply vituperative, are often to the fore. Yet the
novel searches for balancing images of human order even as it evokes the disorder
and has a richness of prose in evoking the land itself and the legendary in the
created world; and ultimately the strengths in characterisation and narrative
control combine with these to prevail over its weaknesses and uncertainties.
Many of the historical and political issues Herbert raises insistently in Poor
Fellow, issues such as those tied to the Free Australia movement, the involvement
in world war, the nature of the Commonwealth and the ties with Britain, as well
as the implications of foreign ownership, demand discussion in themselves. However, this would push literary criticism into an ill-defined and dubious enterprise
of extrapolating ideologies with the implication that the quality of a novel's
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abstractable ideas is indicative of its achievement. One could, for instance, discover
Herbert's affinity with the convictions of Donald Horne5 but in doing so make no
discovery about the novel. I am concerned here with such issues only in so far as
they impinge upon literary questions, which raises the central question of Herbert's
presence in the novel and Herbert's endorsement of views that are tied to
particular characters, notably Jeremy. Vincent Buckley observed of Capricornia
that " ... we have throughout large tracts of the book only one effective character,
the author himself; for pages at a time we have nothing but Herbert talking,
telling, satirising and explaining".6 For the most part, Herbert's presence in Poor
Fellow is quieter, less obtrusive, his viewpoints and sensibilities more diffused into
the life of individual characters. While one is very much conscious of Herbert's
presence, the novel allows more easily for the interaction of individual characters
and the engagement of individual consciousnesses. Many reviewers have reacted
against the novel's didacticism and its too easy deployment of Jeremy as a voice
of Herbert's own consuming anger and convictions.7 Jeremy is a curious figure,
oddly convincing despite a tendency to sanctimonious outbursts and tendentious
pomposity. Randolph Stow has argued that Jeremy is "a bore on a colossal scale",
that he is offered as "the measure of righteousness" and that Herbert "identifies
all too closely with this hero".8 Jeremy certainly has a capacity to bore but he is
not so static as Stow's comments imply, not so unquestioning of himself and not
so uncritically endorsed by Herbert. Indeed one of the strengths of the novel I
believe is Herbert's exploration of the changes in Jeremy's self-awareness and the
gap between his avowed ideals and the ways in which he would realise them.
Herbert's stance as narrator is one of detachment, of the observer who witnesses
and reports, who may speculate on the inner life of his characters but claims
neither omniscience nor even privilege. Because he is not privy to the inner springs
of action, he is attentive to the overt behaviour and visible manifestations of
attitudes and, while this gives rise to some clumsiness and excess in style,9 the
reader must then admit himself to the created world of the novel, must participate
and critically evaluate. It is through the narrative line and the interaction of
characters that Herbert's own attitude is manifested: and Jeremy is forced by the
pattern of event to a critical appraisal of his own attitudes, to undergo change
that brings some attendant pain and to experience the dislocating effects of
developing self-awareness. Jeremy clearly has Herbert's empathy but this is not
to say uncritical endorsement. Herbert offers a view of the Australian experience
through Jeremy but not without radically questioning it, not without critical
distance from Jeremy.l0
At the outset, Jeremy is sure, secure in his bitterness and negations, his targets
for his considerable antipathy clear to him: the white man's stubborn materialism,
the loss of a capacity to wonder, the Vaisey power group, those who fatuously
kowtow to the British, the institutional forces that maim and diminish Aboriginal
life, Australian involvement in the war and the attitudes that led to it, those who
rape the land in the name of mining interests, British Imperialism and generally
a society indifferent to the realities of Aboriginal experience. The targets of his
antagonism are all assembled and collated in his conversation with Bishoff (as
Jeremy relates to him the past of the Pookarakka, pp.21-58) and later, with
Lydia. It is unfortunate I think that Herbert introduces Jeremy through the
device of this conversation with Bishoff, a hapless figure being introduced to the
area by Jeremy. It is a thin device that yields generally an improbable tenor of
conversation and an initial impression of Jeremy as tediously self-righteous_
Bishoff's brief stock responses and Jeremy's patronising patience as he delivers his
own categorical statements amount to a strained and self-conscious parade of ideas
rather than any of the mutuality of exchange. The only enduring value of the
scene lies in its stress on Jeremy's sureness and confident certainties-which the
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events of the novel progressively erode. Through Lily Lagoons, Jeremy has defined
and given shape to his purpose, enough to sustain him in the midst of his negations
of the world outside it. Above all here, Jeremy is assured and at ease with his
convictions, whatever bitterness may accompany them.
Initially Jeremy is only casually concerned with Prindy, conscious of him, ready
to assist him but not seeking to influence him, content to wait until Prindy seeks
him out. His concern for Prindy quickens and changes during the novel, at first
through the urge to protect Prindy from the institutional forces claiming him,
where Jeremy's hostility to the authorities and the stimulus of conflict with them
is a more important motive than the nature of his existing relationship with
Prindy. Jeremy's doubts about Prindy's bond with the Pookarakka at first are
more an anxiety about the effects on others at Lily Lagoons of his having allowed
the relationship than any sense of being personally undermined. His attitude
changes further however, to the point where he begins to see Prindy as a test case
of all he has sought through Lily Lagoons, where his casual interest has developed
into a sharp and urgent need for Prindy to consolidate and validate his goals.
After Prindy's reappearance at the Rainbow Pool, Jeremy sees him as a critical
measure of his own achievement. What he seeks is itself questionable:
' ... Can't have you limping round Town, can we. Want to put you in elastic
sides, jodhpurs, the whole squatter outfit, to rock 'em. They saw you like a
blackfellow before. Now it's going to be as what to them's a gentleman.'
Jeremy turned smiling to the boy, to find himself being regarded with what
looked like alarm. For a moment their grey eyes clung. Then, turning back
to his steering, Jeremy said, 'It's all right ... I know you're a blackfellow
first. I won't take you away from that. I only want to prove to them that
you and your people have as much dignity as they have, given the chance ...
and a lot more, maybe. You remember that word Dignity?'
Rather parrot fashion, the answer came: 'From Latin Dignus ... Noble,
Excellent.'ll
It is difficult to believe in Herbert's uncritical endorsement of Jeremy at this point,
in a novel which depicts the Aborigine as trapped between two societies and
diminished by inability to really belong to either. Yet, for Jeremy, the repercussions of success or failure are highly significant. On the one hand, his relationship to authority is at issue:

In explaining the urgency to Alfie he had to tell her what probably he would
rather have kept from her, although frank enough in confessing it to others,
namely, that failure to keep Prindy as a member of his household would be
tantamount to failure of what he had given his life to. He had built Lily
Lagoons as it was to stand as an example to the Nation of how honesty and
wisdom could correct the hitherto accepted ravaging of the land and savaging
of its owners. If McCusky could walk in with his hat over his eye and remove
Prindy with the blessing of constituted authority, then he, Jeremy, must accept
his enemies' evaluation of the place as nothing but a hide-out for misfits and
outlaws, run by a misanthrope they called the Scrub Bull. (p.630)
On the other hand, it is personally significant as a test of his goals and purposes
for Aborigines-and he is forced to accept that his past approach has been wrong,
his attitudes racist. Rifkah is not a real presence in the novel: she is unconvincing,
distant and idealised yet smitten with an unfortunate accent and improbable situations. Her significance remains extrinsic, that is, to usher in the Judaic elements
in the racial and spiritual framework of the novel as well as to contribute to
Jeremy's changing understanding of himself. Through her, he develops a new
awareness of his own racial attitudes, of which his relationship to Prindy has
become a paradigm:
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' ... You'll find every squatter ... pretty well everybody who has anything to
do with them, even the police .. . will tell you what they've tried to do for
them ... only to be let down. God forgive me, I've done it myself ... have
been doing it in a way all along, I'm afraid. Even though I've bucked the
stupid official policy of so-called Integration, I've still practised it in a way
. .. teaching them to be white blackfellows ... as against the official policy
of making them black whitefellows.'
He sighed gustily. 'It's this strange fellow-feeling of yours for them that's
shown me the truth. I've raged against their ill-treatment ... plenty of people
have ... but I've never wept over them for the rejection of what they are
... that subtle thing, practised by everyone in the land, even the missionaries
trying to save them from exploitation, even myself ... nor have I seen anyone else weep like that ... nor had I realised that in their hearts there must
be a great sadness on account of their rejection for what they are ... the
sadness like that in which they cry Poor Fellow My Country. (p. 736)
However prone to didacticism Herbert may be in some direct commentary in the
novel, he does not allow Jeremy to act as a voice unchallenged or an oracle
grandly dispensing solutions. In fact, he forces Jeremy to acknowledge the basic
wrongness of his attitudes. He explores the passage in Jeremy from the closed
sureness in his conversation with Bishoff to a more tormented uncertainty and
troubled searching. Herbert's fidelity to observable experience limits the extent to
which he can portray Jeremy's self-awareness but by translating Jeremy's attitudes
into the felt relationship with Prindy, he anchors the conceptual material to compellingly realised individuals. Because of Prindy's inaccessibility, his inner remoteness and the serenity of his dissent, then Jeremy is driven to doubt himself,
bewildered by Prindy's continuing allegiance to the Pookarakka. It is an inability
which foreshadows Jeremy's ultimate baulking at the sheer otherness of Aboriginal
Law and culture, his final failure that concludes with his death.
Jeremy's political and social purposes also change, through his involvement
with the Free Australia movement and Alfie, and with Esk and the Army. There
is much that is improbable in these sequences. That a man who seemingly despairs
of social change and who has a fierce antagonism to existing social and political
purposes should assent to roles that imply political hope strains one's credulity.
Quite apart from the likelihood of his being sought for such roles as leader of
the Free Australia movement and Commander-in-Chief of the Northern Division,
there is the central problem of his acceptance. There is some preparation for this
in Alfie's challenge to accept a more active role, in her charge that his despair
cripples him to surrender and in his own changing self-awareness, his self-questioning. Yet the novel has established in Jeremy a characteristic role of opposition,
negation and solitariness, from which he is drawn only to others who are themselves outsiders-to Rifkah and Prindy, to Alfie, to Billy Brew and Fergus and,
to a lesser extent, to Tom Toohey and Pat Hanrahan, or, in a kind of desperate
urge to belong, to a thin and noisy 'mateship' (p. 1028). That he should embark
on an enterprise that implies political hope and belief in society as a developing
entity which he may influence, seems to me improbable. The sequences of political
and military events I find more convincing as causes of further changes in Jeremy
than as meaningful involvements in themselves. He becomes more aware of himself as an outsider, his purposes utterly at odds with society:
'I've had a dream of a Nation I would be proud to belong to, not as somethin~ like a football te'tm to h"rnck for. or an organisation of clever-dicks
to plunder and murder other tribes of men ... but a grouping of people who
by example of their own honest and di/!nified living could be an inspiration
to the world, a contributing factor to the high destiny I hope for for my
species. From my experience since I came down here, it strikes me that I'm
the only one with the dream ... and that makes me the odd man out ... the
freak.' (p.1081)
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Not only does Jeremy discover the futility of his brief flirtation with political hope,
but Herbert also insists on the irony of this by concluding the long sequence on
nationalism and identity with the country politically, with the simple and strong
scene with Billy Brew and the appearance of the Yalmaru. It bespeaks a real
identity with the land and a sense of belonging to the 'country' in that finer sense
of the word Herbert proffers. It is a moving affirmation by contrast with the hopelessness of political activity. Yet the Free Australia sequence does have the effect
of focusing the essential predicament of Jeremy, the underlying dichotomy that
leaves him ineffective and helpless in his own consuming anger and bitterness.
The dichotomy-which in a sense is one that characterises the novel also-is that
of the socio-political purpose that is also spiritual purpose, the attempt to realise
spiritual ends through socio-political activity because they seem tightly knotted
together. Jeremy is caught between the two realms, in a sense confusing love of
'country' in its spiritual sense with what Hergenham calls 'jingoistic nationalism'_12
He has some awareness of this: he attempts to discriminate between 'patriotism'
and 'nationalism', between 'Love of Country' and 'nationalism' (pp. 1076-8) while
yet seeking to tie these in the vision of a True Commonwealth. The differentiation
of these is as much Herbert's purpose as Jeremy's task, is much of Herbert's
purpose through Jeremy. By the end of the novel, Jeremy has partly accepted this
disparity in his aims:
'I want simply to stay on in my own country, to die in it, sooner or later,
loving it as an old blackfellow does when he dies '" his love born of his
knowledge of it. I've got much to learn through unhurried observation to get
that knowledge ... No one can justly charge me with outlawry. I'm only
insisting on the right of an old man to die where he chooses and in perfect
peace. Your youth would drive you to impatient, angry acts. You'd soon be
in strife that would hamstring you. You have a nation to build, man. Give
all you've got to that ... till it proves too much for you. It's proved too
much for me at last ... but I still believe it's possible ... to make out of this
community that True Commonwealth that'll be an example to Mankind. So
leave me to make myself one with the good earth . " and you go back to
teach others to love it, too ... not for mean nationalism ... but for the true
salvation of men's souls, which I believe can come only through all-abiding
love for the wondrous thing he owes his origin to ... Mother Earth.' (p. 1296)
In part this is an acceptance that springs from weariness and the burden of age
yet there is some discrimination of spiritual and political ends in his urging Fergus.
After the failure of political and military endeavour and when Lily Lagoons is
lost to him, he is aware he must discover anew, bond with the land and a sense
of himself in the created world. Staying in the area alone is not only stubborn and
bitter contempt for those who flee 13 but also a positive need to rediscover his place
in the world. The frustration of his purpose earlier has twisted his concern for
Aborigines and for the land into bitterness, almost hatred. There is a sense of his
wilful determination to shape the world to his own image that brings only a
debilitating anguish when it proves intractable. In his realising that he must
rediscover bond with the land, however, there is a humility and openness far
removed from his earlier struggle to have his own image of the world prevail; and
there is uncertainty far removed from the earlier smugness.
The real awakening is tragically clear only at his death. The scene of his death
and the deaths of Prindy and Savitra is not only a harsh and chilling climax to the
novel but a climax too of our understanding of Herbert's attitude to Jeremy. It
draws together all the questioning of Jeremy in the novel, for he ultimately cannot
accept the sanctity and otherness of Aboriginal Law and belief: he ultimately
baulks at the code he has avowedly accepted. While his intrusion on the initiation
ceremony is prompted by his concern for Savitra (and hence is a violation that is
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comprehensible), yet it implies a tragic failure in his understanding. One is left
suspecting that Jeremy has romanticised Aboriginal culture, impervious to its
integrity for such as the Pookarakka. Jeremy is an accomplice in his own death
and guilty in a way that leaves him finally an image of white blindness and complacency rather than enlightenment, whatever empathy we may feel for his motive.
It is a scene tied intimately to the structure of Herbert's questioning of Jeremy
and marks a separation of Jeremy and Herbert that one can not always feel in
the events leading up to it. That is, while I believe that Herbert's endorsement
of Jeremy is a very limited one, yet there is not enough separation of them for
Jeremy as a character to emerge unscathed. At times, we are left floundering for
Herbert's position in relation to Jeremy, forced to assume certain attitudes on the
basis of the novel as a whole. The inherent contradictions in Jeremy's role are
explored nonetheless in a way that allows him to stand as an image of human
complicity in the disorder of the world he has so insistently pointed to, a character
real because forced into a tightening and painful reappraisal of his own being.
I suggested that the dichotomy in Jeremy's purpose is in a sense a dichotomy
in the novel itself. The novel would combine a spiritual concern with a sociopolitical exploration of Australian society and, while it largely reconciles the two,
it does so with some uneasiness. The Free Australia and the military sections are
the least successful in the novel, not only because of the improbability of Jeremy's
role but also because they are too weighty and sustained for the balance of the
novel. Their functon is integral to the novel yet they have a fragmenting effect in
that they break the tight pattern of the novel that is formed by the contrast of
Prindy and Jeremy. The contrast of these and the interweaving of their circumstances determines the shape and structure of the novel and there is unity and
inner logic to' the narrative when it is tied to their relationships. When Prindy
retreats into the background and Jeremy alone is dominant, that unity is
weakened. When political issues per se are dominant, then the spiritual, racial
and moral issues, which Herbert explores through the relationship of Prindy and
Jeremy and through Prindy himself, retreat.
Where Jeremy sets out to order the world according to his conception of how
it should be-in a sense, to mould it anew so that it approximates his understanding of it-Prindy seeks order in his own relationship with the world and
with the land, his purpose confined to his own being and stance in the world.
Where Jeremy conflicts with social forces in his struggle to mould it anew, Prindy
is tossed about by those who would impose their preconcptions upon him, would
order his life for him. Where Jeremy is deflected from his essential purpose, prey
to his own turmoil and bitterness and crippled by his failure of self-awareness,
Prindy has a steady assurance and serenity in that face of the constrictions that
dog him. Where Jeremy is turned by the very intensity of his hopes into ways
destructive of himself, where he is restlessly dissatisfied and casting around for
understanding, Prindy is curiously still and preserves his sense of self in the midst
of changing circumstances with easy strength because it springs from order within
him and does not waste itself on bitterness. Where Jeremy is doomed to failure
because of the magnitude of his enterprise-the reordering of society-Prindy is
doomed because of the simplicity and privacy of his purpose in a world that
thrusts its convictions aggressively on him. If Jeremy is finally an image of guilty
complicity in the disorder, that sense of him is heightened by the contrast with
Prindy.
Prindy is tossed about by circumstance, caught up in a chain of conflicting
purposes and unable to follow his own road. He is neither guilty nor an accomplice to his fate but a victim, more akin to Tocky O'Cannon than to Jeremy.
Above all Prindy is an outsider, in many senses: he is caught between white and
Aboriginal culture; he is caught too among a diversity of conflicting purposes; he
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is embroiled in circumstances that militate with steady inevitability against his
freedom to follow his own road; and he is an outsider too by virtue of his gentle
dissent, his inner withdrawal from all the turbulence about him. Within his private
fusion of Aboriginal, Judaic, Hindu and Catholic culture, there is an innate
capacity to wonder and to discover the numinous, a capacity that makes him the
imaginative centre of the novel and an image of spiritual wholeness in the midst
of dispossession. The serenity with which he confronts the stormy events of his
life is reinforced by Herbert's detachment and fidelity to observable reaction. That
Prindy is wholly compelling is a mark of Herbert's achievement in the novel for
Prindy's is a consciousness reserved and apart-the grey eyes that watch impassively yet bespeak a yearning for a private world in the midst of the narrowing
certainties of others and their hardening grips on him. Through the sense of his
tranquillity, however, Herbert steadily builds up awareness of Prindy's being
doomed, of a sensibility accursed in a society spiritually arid yet inexorably
assailing the individual. Doomed yet serene, Prindy has human dignity.
Prindy is at the heart of the narrative structure, both because it is framed by
the attempts at his initiation and because the reactions of others to him provide
the main narrative impulses. He is a focus of a range of influences, both individual
and institutionalised, that Herbert discovers in Australian society and, for the
most part, laments. The influences that work on him and counterpoint his search
for his own road range from the somewhat cloying devotion of Kitty Windeyer
to the more rigid and insidious demands of McCusky; from Dinny Cahoon's
hypocritical and irksome possessiveness (which yet contains some contrary pathos)
to the patronising benevolence of Alfie; from Catholicism's gentler face in
Glascock and Maryzic to Rifkah's idealised offering of Jewish experience; from
Ali Barbu's joyous imparting of Hindu culture to his 'golden boy' to Jeremy's
holding out an ambiguous freedom; and from the diversity of institutional forces
that implement unquestioningly the policies of an indifferent society, to the
Pookarakka himself, the cackling enigmatic figure (who, as Hergenhan suggested,
"exists ... more as a presence than someone we get to know"14), through whom
Herbert evokes the mystique and otherness of Aboriginal culture. Prindy, with an
easy eclecticism, absorbs, almost drinks in, the spiritual essence of the cultures
he encounters, yet it is to the Pookarakka that his allegiance unswervingly goes.
His eerie song of yearning,
... My Road, My Rown Road
I go look dat Road, my Rown, my Dream Road
Road belong '0 I, must-be find him by-'n'-by
My Road, my Rown Road ... (p. 26)
early takes on the content of the Koornung's way:
I follow him, I follow him, my Rown Road
Follow, follow, follow, follow Rown Road
Boss Tchmala by'n'by
Learn me kill him Whiteman die
Dat my Road, my proper road
My Rown Road (p. 190)
Prindy seeks the solitariness of the Pookarakka himself, the one who is an outsider
even among the permanent outsiders, rather than the communal world of Aborigines or the trappings of white society. The opening scene, which depicts the
ready communion of Prindy and the Pookarakka and evokes a kind of timeless
moment of encounter and inner dialogue, has a haunting power. Against the swift
mutuality of Prindy and the Pookarakka are arraigned all those other relationships in the novel in which individuals seek to impose an alien purpose on one
another and push the world into line with private images of it. The Pookarakka
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and Prindy are both outsiders in the Aboriginal world and in the white world
yet both have that inner quietude unknown to every other character in the novel
and both have an intuitive awareness of the place of man in the created world.
Perhaps the most compelling scene in the novel is that of Prindy's harmonious
journey across the land, a land teeming with life and a scene that lingers as an
idyllic image of man in the created world (p.465 ff.). It is the Koornung's
way that Prindy chooses, almost instinctively, but his every attempt to follow it
is frustrated. Against the simple order and innocence of his own road, Herbert
works out with tight symmetry the circumstances that embody the disorder of the
society dogging Prindy relentlessly.
Like the structural device of the Beatrice River race scenes, through which
Herbert traces changing circumstances among a range of his characters, the three
initiation sequences bring balance and consistency to the narrative line. Each of
the initiation attempts end disastrously, bringing a growing sense of horror. From
the first intrusion of Nelly into the initiation comes the death of Willy, the injury
and arrest of the Pookarakka, confinement in the Compound for Nelly and Prindy,
and, with grim logic in the chain of event, ultimately the second intrusion by
Nelly, which culminates in her death and the deaths of Queeny and George. In
the first volume, the pattern of event is anchored to Prindy himself as it allows
for the developing commitment of Jeremy to Prindy. Regrettably, I think, Prindy
retreats from the foreground in the second and third volumes to become a more
shadowy figure, yet much of the narrative remains tied to the effects on the interruptions on initiations. In each case, the motive for the intrusion is the urge to
protect Prindy (and, finally, Savitra) from 'blackfeller bijnitch'. Nelly's fierce
determination to gain access to the white world, at least vicariously, is, with
characteristic irony, the very cause of Prindy's continuing confinement and frustration. The final intrusion which climaxes the novel reveals Prindy imperturbably
still, submissive yet serene, curiously untouched by the turbulence until his death.
He is an enduring image of spiritual wholeness, a doomed being with a dignity
belied by the monstrous circumstances of his existence.
When the narrative concentrates on Prindy, it has symmetry and pace that is
not so steady when Jeremy is the dominant figure. There is structural imbalance
and less assurance to the prose when Herbert explores Jeremy's political involvement. In those sequences where Prindy moves alone across the land, in communion
with it, responding to it with awe and with simple yet deep joy, there is vitality
and richness in the prose-an immediacy in the realisation of human sensibility in
touch with the natural world-that is dissipated somewhat in the explorations of
Jeremy's convictions and self-awareness. In Prindy's dilemma, which is sharply
particular, there is yet a feeling for the universal and timeless.
Against the scenes of Prindy's solitary experience, stand the many images of
a disordered world, focused in the racial dilemma that is the point of contact and
of dissonance through which Herbert exposes the contradictions in Australian
society. Prindy is, in one sense, caught between his own road and the multitude
of roads thrust upon him; but at the same time he is caught between Aboriginal
and white society, living in a fringe world that points to the plight of all who
must carve out a new realm in the no man's land between the two worlds. Through
Prindy's experience, Herbert reveals the insidious workings of institutions, selfrighteous and sure, casually content with stereotyped views and enthusiastic in
their imposition of them. Eddy McCusky, a superficial and posturing man, happily
administers policies which are at best irrelevant to the needs of Aborigines and
at worst destructive and deracinating. Behind him is the backing of endless white
officials as sure as he. In the Compound, in the fringe community at Beatrice
River, in Port Palmeston, there are numerous Aborigines and half-castes who are
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adrift and dispossessed, lost between tribal society and a white world that denies
them admission. In Port Palmeston, King George is an eccentric and colourful,
quaintly comic figure; with Prindy, away from 'civilisation', he reclaims his dignity
as a tribal elder. Queeny, like David at the Leopold mission, has an odd hotchpotch of smatterings of belief that are comical but thinly cloak an erosion of any
sustaining belief or sense of belonging. Nelly's insistence that Prindy shall not be
caught up in Aboriginal life leaves her tormented by the closedness of the world
to which she aspires. The diversity of Aboriginal figures reduced to comic eccentricity, and affectionately accepted by white society as such, constitutes a grim
picture of race relations and the plight of those adrift in a riot of conflicting
values-particularly when coupled with the posturing and arrogant patronage of
white officialdom, safe inside the sanctity of institutionalised hypocrisy. The novel
despairs of race relations, of Aboriginal aspiration. Jeremy and Rifkah both fail
and, however questionable their goals, by contrast with officialdom, there is a real
sense of loss in their failures. Indeed, in Poor Fellow My Country, all those who
might contribute to the reordering of society, to modifying its most heinous
offences or mitigating its aridity-all of these fail. Those who are elevated and
honoured are those like Cootes and, while the portrayal of him and his ilk is
loaded, the minor characters generally endorse this sense of a society fostering
the hypocritical and enshrining, with full honours, the dully mediocre and the
culpably ignorant.
Poor Fellow is not however an ultimately despairing novel, at least not unmitigatedly so. It discovers no grounds for affirmation in Australian society, little
in the fortunes of individuals, perhaps little in the human condition. In the
passage of time lies little succour. While the final chapter, which brings the
narrative to the present, is rather slick, it yet suggests a very real sense of loss,
of maimed purposes and warped hopes that time only further warps. I do not
demand of Herbert or of the novel that there be some affirmation to offset the
despair, but I am conscious of a paradoxical affirmation beneath the negations
in the novel. Herbert locates, identifies and explores the culpable failures that
constitute the Australian past and that still dominate the present. He offers a
way of seeing the past, a way of seeing the critical moments in a continuumand thus a way of accepting responsibility and thus, maybe, some self-awareness.
The novel allows more hope that moral freedom-and with it, guilt-may be
grasped than the closed, cruelly ironic circumstances of existence in Capricornia.
While Herbert mourns the failures of Australian society, its social structures that
deny any 'wonder' in exsitence, its stubborn base materiality and its casual destruction of its racial outsiders, he also insists upon responsibility for these.
Judith Wright has written of "a kind of revenge syndrome"15 that has shaped
the Australian attitude to the land. That the land had been conceived as implacably
hostile or at best indifferent to human purposes has been much noted about
Australian literature. That this awakened an urge to 'revenge', to taming and
punishing the land carries different overtones. Poor Fellow mourns that urge and
celebrates the land, finding in it a vitality and wonder that carries into his prose.
The colours and swiftly changing shape and mood of the land have an immediacy
in this novel that is quite haunting. Places are very real-Beatrice River, Shamus'
pub, Lily Lagoons, Port Palmeston, the Leopold mission and, brilliantly, the Rainbow Pool. But its most powerful quality is Herbert's capacity to evoke the mythic
and the legendary, to create a sense of numinous ambience that is wedded to the
sensate experience of the land. Heseltine has written of Capricornia,
... the spirit of the land is not so much located in the panoramic set-pieces
as wherever human consciousness reaches out to natural phenomena with that
primeval sense of unity which, Herbert would say, belonged so deeply to the
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Aboriginals before the coming of the white man. This primeval, panic sense of
the living presence of nature ... 16
The mythic evocation of the land and of human consciousness attuned to it
informs the best parts of Poor Fellow My Country. Herbert works through such
recurring symbols as 01' Goomum and Igulgul, Tchmala and the Rainbow Serpent
to bring mythic elements into play and at the same time to create that sense of
wonder white society has lost. Sprung from an ignorance that is CUlpable, man's
hostility to the land leaves him an alien in his own land and stunts his selfawareness. Set against that is Herbert's embodiment of the land and human
consciousness reaching out to it.
Laurie Hergenhan has argued that the main forces in Australian society are
shown in Poor Fellow My Country with the implication that these are responsible
for Australia's spiritually and socially bankrupt presentP Rather than this causal
relationship of the period of the novel with the present, I believe these social
forces are presented as emblems of attitudes and realities in Australian society
that are all too entrenched and continuing. The novel seems to me to explore the
past not as the site of failures that reverberate through to the present but as an
instance of the underlying constants in Australian experience. Manning Clark has
argued that, in effect, much of the novel is out of date-its concern with British
dominance, for instance, curious in a time when American dominance is more
reaP8 Obviously its narrative and its specific targets are wedded to a particular
historical era; but what Herbert embodies of that period is not events we might
happily confine to the past and draw out only for historical debate but rather the
deepest impulses and directions of Australian society as pervasive now as in
the past.

NOTES
1. pp. 13-14 "Capricornia", Meanpn, Quarerly, Vol. 19, No.1, 1960.
2. In "An Australian Tragedy: Xavier Herbert's Poor Fellow My Country", Quadrant, Vol.
21, No.2, February 1977.
3. In "The Australian Novel", The Age, February 3, 1968, p.22.
4. In "Epic of Capricorn", review of the novel, Times Literary Supplement, Australian Issue,
April 9, 1976, p.417.
5. This similarity is briefly noted by Laurie Hergenhan, op. cit., and by Colin Bel1 in his
review of Horne's Money Made Us, "Donald's Gospel Truths", The Australian, February
26, 1977.
6. p. 15 op. cit.
7. For instance, Manning Clark in "Artist Turns to Angry Prophet", The Canberra Times,
September 12, 1975; and Edward Kynaston in "Flawed Achievement", Overland, No. 62,
Spring 1975.
8. op. cit.
9. There is, for example, Jeremy's striking propensity for blushing, 'going red' etc. in order
to adhere to observable reaction. He blushes with inordinate frequency in response to
extraordinarily disparate stimuli.
10. Laurie Hergenhan, op. cit., has pointed to this critical distance and although relatively
brief his discussion is valuable. See p. 69.
11. p.644 Poor Fellow My Country-al1 references are to the Collins edition, Sydney, 1975.
12. p. 66 op. cit.
13. It recal1s briefly old Josie in "Day of Shame", in Larger than Life.
14. p.64 op. cit.
15. She argues that "the transplantation from highly altered and settled european landscapes
to a total1y unfamiliar country set off a kind of revenge syndrome among the exiled
europeans" (in "A Country Hits Back", Nation Review, March 31, 1977).
16. p.9 Xavier Herbert, Australian Writers and Their Work series, O.V.P., Melbourne, 1973.
17. p.67 op. cit.
18. op. cit.
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WENDY BUNYAN

Water Snakes
When very hot
snakes come to the tank
sometimes many
and lick the long grass
around the leaking tap.
I stay inside and watch
I've never thought to touch them,
but yesterday the boy next door
blew them apart with a shot gun.
"Can't stand snakes" he said
"bloody dangerous things".
I made him an angel
of crepe paper with wings
and put it on the fence
as a warning.
Next time he comes
into our yard
he'd better watch
where he's walking.
Humans are also
dangerous things.
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RUTH JOHNSTON

A Short History of Immigration
in Australia and Western Australia

The Australian nation has grown from its first settlement of about one thousand
persons in 1788 to the present number of over 14,159,937 and immigrants have
largely contributed to that growth over time. It all started with the landing of the
First Fleet at Botany Bay in 1788, the foundation of Sydney and the proclamation
of the "Territory of New South Wales". Of the thousand people who landed 788
were convicts including 192 females and 13 children, the remainder being marines
and Government officials plus their dependants. Convicts were transported to
Australia till the end of 1852 in the Eastern part of Australia and until 1867 in
Western Australia their total number reaching about 160,000 persons. Simultaneously effort was made to attract free settlers by offering them a free passage and
eleven free immigrants landed in Sydney in 1793. Their numbers swelled with time
and by 1830 they comprised 18 per cent of the 77,000 Europeans in New South
Wales.
A bounty system was introduced in 1853 permitting private employers the
importation of migrant workers for each of whom they received a bounty from
the Government, which also stimulated an inflow of immigrants by specially
designed policies. It was around that time that German immigrants of the
Lutheran faith first came to Australia in a bid to escape the religious persecutions
in their own country and after the great upheavals in Europe around 1848 more
and more arrived to settle mainly in South Australia.
When gold was discovered in 1851 in New South Wales and Victoria the
population increased immensely and people came from all over the world including Great Britain, Poland, New Zealand, China, the Americas, the Scandinavian
countries and Hungary. The population doubled in 1861, reaching 1,168,000 people
and simultaneously new industries sprang up such as railway building, the establishment of steamship lines and many other secondary industries also emerged.
Amongst the primary industries farming took the lead and together with other
industries it added substantially to the nation's wealth.
Administrative difficulties of managing widely-scattered settlements over a vast
continent led amongst other reasons to the creation of officially separate colonies,
the year of proclamation for each was as follows:
1. New South Wales-1788
2. Tasmania-1825
3. Western Australia-1829
4. South Australia-1834
5. Victoria-1851
6. Queensland-1859
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Immigration, however, was gradually diminishing around the early 1860's,
when the gold rush was over, despite new findings of gold in Queensland in 1875.
A constant downturn in the economy and ensuing competition for jobs created
prejudice against newcomers and the Chinese immigrants became the most frequent
victims. A threat was seen in their ever increasing numbers which reached at that
time nearly 40,000 people, making them the third largest migration group after
the British and German immigrants.
Victoria and New South Wales introduced under public pressure special acts
to restrict Chinese migration, and Queensland followed the same path later, when
strikes broke out against one Australian shipping company, employing Chinese
seamen during the renewed gold rush there. The fate of the Chinese in Queensland was shared at the same time by the Kanakas, inhabitants of some Pacific
islands, who were employed in that particular part of Australia in the fast growing
sugarcane and cotton industries. Then opposition against non-white workers grew
strongly right across the continent culminating eventually in regulations which
made it impossible for them to hold jobs.
All other immigration slowed down considerably following the economic crisis
during the period between 1891 and 1900, which in fact registered a net immigration loss. Taken together, the Census of 1891 shows that nearly four thousand
Italians lived in Australia at that time, the number for the French being slightly
higher, immigrants from the Scandinavian countries totalled nearly 17,000 people
and those from Germany amounted to over 45,000 persons. The British immigrants were most sought after and to incite them to come, the Government
assisted them financially.
Federation came in 1901 and the "White Australia Policy" was introduced
officially by the passing in the same year of the Immigration Restriction Act which
in essence barred coloured immigrants from entering Australia. The first decade
of the new century recorded overall only small intakes of immigrants and in some
years more immigrants left Australia than came into the country. When free or
partly-paid passages were granted to potential immigrants the numbers increased,
and these were further stimulated when free land was offered under the Empire
Settlement Scheme. Generally speaking, a modest immigrant increase was visible
up to the outbreak of the First World War. After the cessation of hostilities in
1918 this trend continued until 1929, only to be sharply reduced by the Great
Depression of the 1930's when many thousands of settlers left the country. The
same situation prevailed until the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939
with the exception of the arrival of some seven thousand Jewish refugees in 1938
who fled from Nazi persecution. During the war years immigration was completely
suspended and the total population in Australia stood in 1940 at over 7,000,000
people.
After the Second World War, Australia undertook a large immigration scheme
to increase its population for the sake of defence and the stimulation and reconstruction of the post-war economy. It was envisaged that a yearly increase of
two per cent of the population was needed and that new immigrants should
provide half of this ratio. Based on tradition, British immigrants were most
welcome and the Australian and British Governments signed an assisted passage
immigration scheme in 1947 and further similar agreements followed later with
the Governments of Ireland, Italy and the Netherlands. Despite strong opposition
from various sections of the community the Government of the day also signed
a number of agreements with the Federal Republic of Germany, allowing Germans
to enter Australia as assisted immigrants. Australia also turned to the Displaced
Persons' Camps, which later became a large reservoir of potential immigrants.
There were 9,000,000 displacd people in Europe after the War and the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (U.N.R.R.A.) repatriated almost
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seven and a half million using persuasion and often coercion against the unwilling.
A hard core, however, remained in European camps with half a millon refusing
to return to their own countries, and Australia signed two agreements with the
International Refugee Organisation (I.R.O.) created in 1947, receiving as a result
some 182,159 Displaced Persons.
Altogether Australia obtained by 1951 about half a million people, 40 per cent
of whom were British and others came from Malta, the Dutch East Indies, Italy,
The Netherlands, Greece, etc. Unlike other immigrants the Displaced Persons had
to work in Australia under a two year contract in jobs as directed by Government
authorities. After this source of intake dried up, Australia then signed more agreements with many more European countries as a member of the Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration (I.C.E.M.). In addition many thousands of
immigrants came from Hungary after the uprising in that country in 1956 and
some 7,000 White Russians came from China and 30,000 came from Yugoslavia.
In that period migration from Britain sharply declined and many of these immigrants already in Australia returned to the country of their origin.
With the emergence of the European Economic Community early in 1958,
Australia had to compete with members of that Community for potential workers
from non-E.E.C. countries. In addition, many of the Spaniards, Greeks, Yugoslavs
and Italians, already settled in Australia, returned to Europe to act as the so-called
"guest-workers" in the more prosperous neighbouring communities. Looking for
immigrants elsewhere, Australia signed agreements with Turkey, Yugoslavia, the
United States and with some of the countries in Central and South America. The
White Australia Policy was also relaxed in 1966, allowing immigrants from Asia
to enter Australia under specific conditions and between 1966 and 1970 they
formed over four per cent of all immigrants.
By 1974 the immigraton policy drastically changed and it focused primarily on
family reunions between immigrant members already in Australia with those still
living abroad. Also, the target initially set for an increment in immigration to
form one per cent of the populaton was soon abandoned, so much so that between
1975-1976 only 52,500 immigrants arrived. At the time of writing in 1978 immigration has almost come to a standstill due to depressed economic conditions and
the high rate of unemployment. Trends exist to stimulate the inflow of immigrants
again but no firm policy has yet been adopted. Some refugees from Vietnam are,
however, let in as permanent settlers.

The Experience in Western Australia
Extreme difficulties encountered by the newly arrived settlers during 1829 and
1830 are well documented and show that a large proportion of the 1,800 people,
who then came, soon left for home. When in addition to personal problems
economic disaster struck the colony, it became patently clear that more capital
and a greater labour force were needed to lift the country out of depression.
Various schemes were introduced only to meet with dismal failure and this had
serious repercussions on the population size, which some 13 years after inception
had only about 3,500 persons.
To augment the population flow and to improve the sagging economy, the
authorities turned to the importation of forced convict labour, although the colony
was at first meant exclusively for free settlers. Around 800 convicts arrived in
Western Australia in 1851 and in nearly two decades after, their number reached
about 10,000 people. Free settlers were also greatly encouraged and some 270
persons came at the time of the first convicts' arrival.
When the gold mining boom started in Western Australia in 1892 the population rose tremendously to reach 180,000 people around 1900, when many came
from overseas and other colonies in the eastern parts of Australia. NotwithWESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1978
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standing the fact that many immigrants left the colony when gold production
declined, nonetheless the net migration gain for the years 1901-1911 was nearly
55,000 people.
Practically no major changes occurred up till the First World War and until
the introduction of the Group Settlement Scheme in 1921, whereby large numbers
of Britons were to come to Western Australia to develop the country. Forest land
was then given to small groups of 20 men who were to turn it into farming
properties. Despite the dismal failure of the scheme in the economic and personal
sense the State gained about 10,000 permanent British settlers. The Great Depression and the Second World War stopped immigration altogether and the period
between 1933-1947 in fact discloses a significant net migration loss.
The policy of immigration to this State after the Second World War and up
till now has always been centred on bringing out British immigrants in preference
to others. This is portrayed in the figures of the 1976 Census which showed that
the total popUlation then equalled 1,144,844 persons of whom immigrants formed
307,223 people, which is 27 per cent of the total.' Of all immigrants the British
immigrants were the most frequent equalling 172,293 people, or 56 per cent, while
the rest were immigrants from other countries. Unfortunately data are not as yet
available regarding the places from which these immigrants came, but traditionally
they have arrived from practically every corner of the world, including nearly
every country in Europe and stretching to the Middle East, South East Asia,
China, Japan, New Zealand, the United States, Canada, Kenya and other parts
of the South African continent.
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JACK HIBBERD

National Drama as Melodrama

I think it was Joseph Conrad who said in one of his introductions that the practice
comes first, the theory later. Well, here I am, a practitioner, theorizing, not so
much about my own work but about some aspects of work in the Australian
theatre.
Australian theatre history, unlike Australian literary and general cultural
history, has not been thick with false dawns. Indeed its whole chronicle might
reasonably be depicted as crepuscular, a kind of grey limbo intermittently twinkling with promise.
In as much as Australia has striven to create for itself a distinctive culture and
art, its endeavours in theatre have been either inchoate or introductory. Probably
because it is as much a performing as a literary art, sheer mimicry, derivation and
colonial obsequiousness have lingered longer and stronger in theatre than in other
creative genres. By 1910 painters, poets, novelists and short fiction writers had at
least established clumps of work whose character and spirit tantalized, confronted,
its public with more than token facets of native conduct.
Theatre archaeologists and romantics can of course seize upon a production of
The Recruiting Officer by a Port Jackson convict troupe, or a performance of
Faust by Silesians in the Barossa Valley circa 1848, or a larrikin presentation of
Everyman during the Roaring Nineties in East Fremantle. The more level-headed
theatreworms can point to the late 19th century in Melbourne, a period of thriving
popular commercial theatre, when local melodramas and spectaculars usurped
imports, when the Drury Lane Macbeths and Hamlets had to wait their tum in
the Bourke Street wings.
Largely the creations of English actor-directors who had settled in Australia,
these entertainments predictably and necessarily owed a lot in style and structure
to Victorian melodramas. Nevertheless, they were adapted to the Australian
context, and were both vehicles for and played to popular fancies and fears, to
old nostalgias and new ambitions. Their popularity was above even the contemporary fanaticism for melodrama with its stereotypes, machinations, its contests
between the forces of light and dark which, needless to say, always ended on an
ethically edifying note. It was strongly indebted to topicality, local colour, emerging cultural idealizations, and even elements of nationalism. Yet, ironically, the
melodramatic interplay of the forces of light and dark has characterized our
headiest moments in theatre history.
An edited version of a lecture given at the University of Western Australia on 3 October 1978.
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The Anglo-Australian theme and dichotomy naturally dominated most of our
melodramas. Some were frankly Anglophiliac, others (more commercially astute
perhaps) pandered to the vulnerabilities of dual allegiances, others again were
assertively Anglophobic and boasted prototypes for true life under the Southern
Cross.
This last species of quasi-nationalistic melodrama was the speciality of Bland
Holt who produced scores of these blood-and-thunder spectacles for approximately
25 years. Probably the most Australian of the actor-managers, Holt's theatre
emphasized bush settings and all manner of natural disaster. As in other melodramas of the time there was an abundance of stereotypes: the ever-grinning
resourceful Aborigine, the cretinous yet cunning Chinaman, the mortgaged farmer,
the salt-of-the-earth yokel, the working man, etc. More importantly, instead of the
usual gullible New Chum we see another form of the stereotype: the sophisticated
but predatory Porn. Perhaps we see here the first negative strivings of local national
consciousness in our theatre.
Australian men tended to be down-to-earth, engines of action or clean endeavour, democratic and independent when not lovestruck-there was invariably
a love story. The women could oscillate between spirited yet maidenly heroines
(often the daughters of squatters) and those incomparable battling hags of the
bush, not infrequently sterile, a popular and crude male metaphor for the exiguity
of a land reluctant to release its treasures.
Englishmen frequently acquired the lineaments of villains in certain of these
natiodramas; they were snobs, vague scions of the aristocracy, they were lampooned as affected and lisping; they were also cads of a kind, often wooing some
of our finest women away from our most rugged men, then cynically jilting them,
sometimes scheming to decamp with a pile of money or property. Needless to say,
the rogues were unmasked and apprehended just before the final tableau.
It is not uncommon for England and/ or Europe to figure as villains in periods
of nationalism in Australia, sometimes creating the ugly postures of cultural xenophobia which intriguingly is often merely the other side of the coin to cultural
cringery. England and Europe can be pictured as strangling at birth the country's
idiosyncratic intellectual progeny, polluting the deep, clear springs of her innocence
and creativity. In another more heady and insolent version, the Mother Country
and Continent are seen as corrupt and geriatric, not just incapable of offering
fresh models and ideas, but positively festering and malignant.
These asseverations, with their rhetorical jingoistic ring, are designed to jack
up the morale of the local talent, to exhort artists to unify and toil for a unique
common purpose, to flush the Bohemians and cultural chameleons out of their
fake European cafes, to trumpet a New Dawn for a New World.
The first really individual example of articulated nationalism and ethnocentricity in our theatre presents itself in the shape of playwright Louis Esson. His
is a fascinating cultural case history, full of wild emotional swerves and intellectual
loop-the-loops, troubled by deep and unresolvable contradictions.
Esson was born in Edinburgh in 1879, christened Thomas Louis Buvelot Esson.
His mother's side of the family had Australian links and artistic pretensions:
Louis Buvelot was a French Swiss painter of nomadic habit who finally settled
in Australia around 1865. He became a father figure to some of the Heidelberg
school, particularly McCubbin and Tom Roberts, as well as to John Ford Paterson,
who was an uncle of Esson. Esson came to Australia in 1883 and, after the almost
immediate death of his father, lived with his painter-uncle in an artistically alive
yet evidently rather precious middle-class milieu.
It is remotely conceivable that as a youth Esson might have seen some of the
previously alluded to melodramas. It is much more probable, however, that he
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saw some of the touring English productions of Shakespeare, and melted before
the sheer art of it all. Esson must necessarily have come in contact with the work
and ideas of Buvelot and the Heidelberg salon, with their firm clear notions of
turning the attention of their whole art to the local environment. It is curious
then that early in life Esson was so stridently anti-Australian and pro-European.
It is equally curious that for all the later periods of almost millenial nationalism,
the mentality that expressed itself in obeisances to Europe (and England) was
never too deeply buried. Here is Esson writing in a 1923 Bulletin of his experiences in Paris around 1904 and 1905:
I loved Paris-the cafes, the cabarets, the theatres and restaurants, the violent
arguments, the brilliant scenes, the late walks down the hill from Montmartre.
Australia appeared to be a far-off land, sometimes alluring but rather vague
and empty. How was it possible to make any literature about people who
knew nothing except how to drive cattle and shear sheep? Lawson was writing
short stories about them, but I didn't think much of Lawson then. He hadn't
enough style for my taste. Art was something more refined than that, an
elegant, fantastic thing, like a Condor fan, or an Oscar Wilde play about cultivated people who spoke in epigrams ...1
This is the reminiscence of a jaundiced artist, accurately striving to recreate
what his feelings were twenty years before, yet still believing in them, relishing
the truth of them after several years of perfervid attempts to prove the exact
opposite.
Esson started off as a dandy, university wit, cafe Bohemian and post-Wildean
socialist. After leaving Melbourne University he attracted some notoriety and
even flattery as a poet. E. I. Brady, nationalism's bulldust-artist nonpareil, all but
proclaimed him a genius. Despite the recent Federation and Melbourne's role as a
centre of nationalist ardour, Esson remained untouched by cultural patriotism
until after he arrived in Europe and England. There, like Saul on the road to
Damascus, he was smitten by a bolt of revelation: forked in the form of two
Celts: Yeats and Synge.
Deploying their theories of an Irish national theatre, and the example of the
Abbey Theatre, Yeats and Synge compelled Esson to take Australia seriously,
inspired him to build a national Australian theatre movement. Esson reported
Yeats thus:
Yeats was primarily interested in the theatre as a means of reviving and enriching the Irish national spirit. The plays he sought for the Abbey were those
written on simple themes in the popular idiom and filled with the sap of
peasant life.
And furthermore, Yeats
insisted that the beginning (of an Abbey-type movement in Australia) should
be made with country comedies. Such comedies, he said, built up a country.
where dramas of ideas tended to divide and shatter it. Most important of all,
a dramatist should keep within his own borders.2
On his return to Australia Esson quickly repudiated Bohemia and its selfabsorbed denizens. Emboldened by the nationalism then in the literary air (1907),
he became intensely patriotic. xenophobic even (fear of Asia stood out), and he
fulminated against the English, depicting them as exhausted and senile Saxons. He
believed that 'the Promethus of the Australian Imagination was fettered to the
Mountain of British Fact'. A rhetorical and melodramatic polarity had appeared,
that of the villain of England (and, to a lesser extent, Europe) as opposed to the
heroine of innocent Australia.
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The future is very rich-virgin Ocean-primeval Bush. The old worldsEurope, Asia-lose touch with reality. Their pulse grows feeble: they repeat
only the thoughts of their ancestors, living at second-hand. Australia feels the
life-giving sun in her blood. 3
Esson even found time for Lawson, who previously had been beneath contempt.
His socialism continued and took more the form of a loathing for conventional
morality than of a concern for poverty and social iniquity. Paradoxically, he was
still a Bohemian, a Bohemian socialist.
Though like the hymns of a new-found religion, Esson's nationalistic assertions
also succoured his deep-seated feelings of national inferiority and intellectual
isolation. It was over this period that Esson wrote what is generally held to be
his best play-The Time is Not Yet Ripe. A strange play to write in a time of
patriotic ardour, for its central character, Sydney Barrett, a politician, spends the
bulk of his time articulating a despair for the national life and its future, the kind
of aciduous disparagements that issue from the mouths of foiled intellectuals, and
those that feel culturally ill-at-ease or even superior to their ethos. Barrett finds
Australia:
stagnant, decadent-and the young Australian, with his bright, fresh mind,
untrammelled by the traditions of the past-that is the current phrase-repeating all the popular superstitions, from beer to bishops, of his fogbound
ancestors. 4
For all its dramatic infelicities, The Time is Not Yet Ripe does have life and
originality as an urban political satire, as a lampoon of conventional manners and
mores. It is a direction that Esson could have most fruitfully followed and developed. Instead, the tenets of his utopian nationalism demanded that he suppress
these evil tendencies, that he concentrate on more positive and uplifting representations.
Thus many of his plays centre on the ordinary man and woman and their
intrepid struggles, often in a bush ambience. Esson, both in background and
sensibility, was ill-equipped to handle these SUbjects. The irony is that the ideology
he proclaimed, he needed personally, yet that very same ideology requested from
him personally impossible feats. A self-conscious and contrived nationalism had
diverted and contorted the course of his creativity. His life and work tended to
melodrama as his loyalties curved erratically between Australia and Overseas, his
emotions between high hopes and sour curtailments.
The final sour curtailment was the failure of Pioneer Players. After some years
in America and England, a period in which he was generally thought not consistently disaffected with Australia, he finally had his nationalistic batteries charged
once again by Yeats in 1920. He returned home and established, with Vance
Palmer, in 1922, the Pioneer Players, an enterprise dedicated to the presentation
of Australian plays, to expression of the sap of ordinary life, of life close to the
sun and soil, not to mention the cowpat. This idealistic experiment folded within
two years and left Esson an embittered man, increasingly churlish towards life
beneath the Southern Cross.
Though there were sporadic activities and events of a truly Australian tang or
subject during the long intervening period, the theme of nationalism in Australian
theatre does not substantially arise until the advent of Ray Lawler's Summer of
the Seventeenth Doll (1955). And here the theme is varied to the national response
to a play, rather than nationalist sentiments within a play or nationalistic dogma.
With The Doll's impact Australia had suddenly acquired a National Dramano theory, no movement, no school of Australian playwrights, just a single play.
Australia felt culturally and theatrically enfranchised; it had, for the moment, a
secure place in the world's histrionic scheme. Ray Lawler and his play became a
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kind of composite cultural hero, melodramatically bewitching or skewering the
villains of indifferent superiority.
The irony of this effervescent public legend·making is that The Doll itself
implicitly challenges some of the canons of the Australian Legend and, more
punishingly, questions the emotional and social capacities of real Australians.
It certainly disputes the intrinsic worth of sinewy outback life and its male agglutinations, the myths of mates hip, democratic virility, and egalitarian cohesion. It
announces the impending ascendancy of the urbs and large community, yet alarmingly hints at an enduring separateness, even willed aloneness, in the Australian,
something observed by Lawrence in Kangaroo.
Unfortunately the play is not without elements of melodrama, and its naive
naturalistic style does not permit more harrowing, and extensively held, examinations of its themes; the playwright is held back. The home hysterias and the
international triumphs of The Doll certainly didn't hold the playwright back
geographically-he promptly settled Overseas. A New Dawn in Australian theatre
overday became a New Sunset-the nation's hope stayed away from the nation
for some twenty years and wrote little of any significance. The extremity of the
national response to The Doll derived directly from the national theatrical vacuum
and by a perverse piece of logic it la cultural cringe 'required' Lawler to languish
fruitlessly in the arms of the leprous Pom.
The standard analysis or account of the recent Australian theatre movement
emphasizes a burgeoning cultural awareness and nationalism, particularly in its
genesis. The explanations are cast within a broad social and political framework,
and tend to ignore individuals, creativity, and the accidents of history. The late
sixties are construed as a time of deep social and political unrest, when the very
nature of our society was being needled. It is seen as quite natural that in an
epoch of shifting and reshuffled values, with the concurrent rise of an educated
radical intellectual elite, a theatre of fresh local aspiration should emerge, an
indigenous drama allegedly expressing and formulating the new moods of the
national character or identity.
I take an opposite view. I see the theatrical upsurge of the late sixties, particularly in Melbourne, where everything really started, due much more to an extroverted intellectual opening out than a response to the local political atmosphere.
There existed in individuals at the time a strongly autonomous and broad curiosity
to re-examine theatre, a theoretical and practical impUlse to probe and utilize
contemporary models. Many, at Melbourne University, had previously been baptized in the theatre of Beckett, Ionesco, Pinter, Brecht and Arden, in the springs
of modernism rather than the billabongs of a retrospectively manufactured
nationalism.
The testaments and rubrics of the alternative theatre persuasion in those days
were (in no particular order): the work and theories of Brecht, the improvisational theatre of Off-Off Broadway, Towards a Poor Theatre by Grotowski, The
Tulane Drama Review with its intellectual and experimental eclecticism, Richard
Schechner's Public Domain with its theories of a ritualized community theatre, as
well as bits of Artaud, Stanislavsky, and the comedy of silent films and popular
vaudeville.
The politics of the time came to an already existing movement, grafted itself
on, and redirected a proportion of energies towards ideological expression. Experimental and exploratory work nevertheless continued, increasingly coupled to a dissatisfaction with the state of theatre in Australia and a growing awareness of the
need to relate work more specifically to the immediate community. While there
were always some local writers around, the notion of an Indigenous Theatre really
evolved gradually and heuristically.
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The brand of nationalism that emerged and culminated in the Australian Performing Group's unique presentation of five recent Australian plays at the Perth
Festival of 1970 has always to me seemed relatively salubrious. Though aggressive,
it was a fresh response to a broad, appropriate examination of the contemporary
theatrical facts, both in Australia and overseas.
It is extremely droll then that between 1971 and 1973 some plays of David
Williamson, who had never been associated with the modernism of the early
Melbourne movement, whose plays belonged firmly to the conventional stream
of Australian realism, should receive such a febrile nationalistic response from
the media (mainly trumpeting from Port Jackson) and then the public.
While thankfully creating a climate where Australian plays are generally
accepted, this melodramatic reaction, with its implicit yearnings for Oversea'!
Recognitions, unthankfully established a milieu where acceptance was a little too
easy, where Australian content was in itself sufficient regardless of expressive and
dramaturgical originality. There has in turn been a sagging of achievement, principally in craftsmanship but also formal invention.
Why is it then that high nationalist avowals in Australia, whether from artists
or the public, tend invariably to oppress or stultify? One egregious reason is that
the hopes are too high. They are false and utopian, too detached from realitythe victims are duped or merely led astray. There is also a perennial desire for
an apocalyptic breakthrough, which surely implies that there is no satisfactory
present, no permanent, solid and continuous tradition, in Australia.
Traditions evolve and modulate, they are not a matter of breakthroughs, explosions and new dawns. Nationalism, in a more integrated, cohesive and long-rooted
society, a civilization, can be both crucial and highly successful, as in Czechoslovakia. It can accordingly be an authentic drama, not a melodrama, as has ever
been the case in settled white Australia. It is an overarching paradox that a society
which acutely needs cultural maturation mostly resorts to cultural infantility, that
drama which is so pertinent to the building of a civilization can be so readily
rendered flat and reactionary. Maybe we, the commonweal, don't in the end care,
and are more than half in love with failure, perversely cutting down to size the
potential successes, pleasurably sublimating ourselves in melodrama.
NOTES

1. Quoted in David Walker, Dream & Disillusion (Australian National University Press,
Canberra, 1976), p.14.
2. See John Docker, Australian Cultural Elites (Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1974), pp.94-5.
3. See Dream and Disillusion, p. 21.
4. Louis Esson, The Time is Not Yet Ripe (Melbourne, 1912).
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GRAEME HETHERINGTON

Clowns
Jugglers make a universe
From plates and saucers barely whirling free;
Tightrope walkers get across,
Acrobats hang by
Well practised fingertips.
Love of peril has been ritualised
And what we've seen should satisfy.
It doesn't though,
Since nothing fell or broke.
That's why clowns must end the show.
They fall around, fake agonies
Of busted limbs and broken hearts:
Red scythes on masks of white,
Flood-lit they smile from ear to ear
Their knowledge of the crowd.
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TIME, PLACE AND PEOPLE
Regionalism in Contemporary Australian Literature

In the following pages we present summaries of papers given as a basis for
discussion at a seminar at Fremantle Arts Centre, organised by Fremantle Arts
Centre Press, 27-29 October 1978.
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FRANK MOORHOUSE: Regionalism, Provincialism
and Australian Anxieties
The anxiety which has assailed Australians working in the arts-and still does,
although the resolution of this anxiety is now different-is whether one could
achieve excellence by staying in Australia. Was Australia a sufficient place for the
development of creativity and intelligence. There was an economic consideration
too, whether a person working in the arts could find a living in Australia, especially
if staying in Australia meant, as it inescapably does, becoming a person with an
Australian perspective. The fear that one was in the wrong country to be an artist
caused many of our writers to become expatriates. Writers who went away
included Miles Franklin, Martin Boyd, Christina Stead, Sumner Locke Elliott,
Russell Braddon, Hugh Atkinson, Alan Moorehead, Alan Seymour, James Aldridge, Ray Mathew, Shirley Hazzard, Morris West, Peter Porter, Randolph Stow,
and George Johnston. Patrick White considered it and then returned. We are at
a ridge in cultural history now. Writers my age and younger did not become
expatriates. Which is not to say that the anxiety has gone. There is still tentative
exploratory "trips away" which conceal a hypothetical testing of the possibility of
"staying away". The anxiety of whether it is possible to stay here and achieve
excellence remains. There are desk expatriates who in their heart believe that they
are stuck here but wish to belong elsewhere. Sometimes while staying here they
adopt an expatriate spirit immersing themselves in another culture, reading the
magazines of that country, taking their cultural heroes from that country, filling
themselves with its cultural history and gossip. It can take other forms-straining
one's ancestral connections so as to attach oneself to another tradition-Celtic,
Irish.
I do not claim to be pure and I do not speak from a position of righteousness.
But the historical fact is that we are no longer going away to live.
This is throwing up a new tension in the arts-faint but detectable. It is firstly
an anxiety about domination-the metropolis v the rest (the metropolis is usually
Sydney or maybe Sydney-Melbourne). It is, secondly, a tentative looking for
regional identity and this conference is evidence of that. I think that it is a facing
up to the cultural power of Sydney. I state this without value-judgement. Sydney
has emerged as the centre of television production, film production, opera, ballet,
magazine journalism, training of dramatic and film people, and of the administration of the arts through the Australian Film Commission, the Australia Council,
the ABC and the cultural unions.
Someone working in the arts now would probably have to ask themselves two
questions-should I stay in Australia and if so, should I be in Sydney. I leave out
some primary creators, writers, painters, for example, who can theoretically live
anywhere-but who probably ask themselves these questions anyhow just to make
themselves unhappy. But I want to quote from the arts to demonstrate this
anxiety. These quotes are from newspapers and magazines during the last few
months.
Stephen Walker, sculptor: " ... lives and works in a place called Campania,
just outside Hobart, having shifted down there from N.S.W. some years ago ...
'I suppose professionally it's a bit mad because you get cut off', he says ..." (The
Australian)
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"Brisbane suffers from the tyranny of distance. Its isolation is partly imposed
on it, partly sought. But its younger painters need and deserve a wider audience."
(Art and Australia)
"It is an odd thing that the very source of Guy Grey-Smith's images and the
isolation that in many ways has allowed him to forge them, also seems to have
impeded his general estimation by the Australian Art world ... " (Art and Australia)
Tasmanian writer James McQueen in a short story: " ... I wonder how Tabloid
Story [Melbourne edited] would regard this format? Perhaps they would consider
it grossly eccentric, flagrantly contrived?"
Queensland writer Gerard Lee in a short story: "I'd really love to live in
Sydney or Melbourne in cultured circles you know, where writers and experimental film makers and ad men you know, everybody comes together and has
intercourse using those words (taboo words) with regard to their true etymology.
What a buzz!"
From another of Lee's stories: "For the purposes of this story, let's pretend
I'm sitting in Tamani's writing this. That's Tamani's, Lygon Street, Carlton, where
all the writers go. This pretence is really pleasant, makes me feel Parisian, writing
novels in smoky coffee smelling cafes." (Pieces for a Glass Piano)
Jack Hibberd, playwright (Melbourne): "Louis Nowra with his non-antipodean
settings, looks to be reaching for an unparochial reaction and finds it in that epicentre of the cosmopolitan and international, Sydney." (Theatre Australia)
Despite the mocking tone of McQueen, Lee, and Hibberd, there is still recognition of a cultural tension here. A looking-over-the-shoulder at a metropolis.
When we begin using words like metropolis, regional, and the dreaded word
provincial, and the other words cosmopolitan, universal, exotic, urbane and so on,
we have some geometric idea about creativity. Leaving aside practical considerations like, where can I find people to interact with who are say working in dance,
there is behind these words the idea that imagination is altered, maybe enhanced,
maybe injured, by its physical relationship with the earth's surface, in placement
and distance from other places.
I think we can separate out regional and provincial. As I use it, provincial
means a posture of the mind, the imagination, towards a perceived centre, towards
a metropolis. It is a formation in reaction to the centre. I would use regional as a
posture growing out of special conditions surrounding or forming the imagination
-geography, historical accident, distance, climate. Provincialism may be a false
kind of regionalism, or a 'low' regionalism.
It has occurred to me that there are perhaps examples of people who want to
be regionalists. Who want to be different, desperately, from the culture, or from
the centre. This may lead them to fabricate and exaggerate distinctions (Canada,
maybe and for a while the American Mid-West). That makes it tricky. One can
be a true regionalist, but to want to be a regionalist, and to claim to be a regionalist when one isn't-that's provincial.
I have played around with the distinctions High Provincial and Low Provincial
to try to rescue some provincial writing, including some of my own, and to
separate it from less valid forms of provincialism.
By High Provincial I would mean that the writers recognise a provincial
anxiety in themselves and attempt to use this as material or as a driving force
in the imagination. So it would include writing which has a high awareness of
its provincial origins, perhaps a high level of explicitness, and a high level of
literary aspiration as well. Low Provincial would describe those stances in the arts
where the provincial origin, or anxiety becomes disfiguring in a number of possible
ways.
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So some of Gerard Lee's work is high provincial becoming (in its use of
Sydney-Melbourne as a way of finding his sense of place) regional; and so, I
think, looking back, is some of my work, especially in The Americans, Baby in its
glimpses of the author's relation to the dominant American culture.
I might throw in two other definitions. One from Matthew Arnold (from The
Literary Influence of the Academies): The provincial spirit ... exaggerates the
value of ideas for want of a high standard at hand by which to try them. Or
rather, for want of such a standard it gives one idea too much prominence at the
expense of others; it orders its ideas amiss; ... it likes and dislikes too passionately, too exclusively. Its admiration weeps hysterical tears, and its disapprobation
foams at the mouth. So we get the eruptive and the aggressive manner in literature; the former prevails in our criticism, the latter in our newspapers. . .. the
provincial spirit ... does not persuade, it makes war; it has not urbanity, the
tone of the city, of the centre, the tone which always aims at a spiritual and
intellectual effect, and not excluding the use of banter, never disjoins banter itself
from politeness, for felicity."
Donald Davie, the English critic in The Twentieth Century, November 1953,
discussed the question of English provincialism in an essay called The Earnest and
The Smart: Provincialism in Letters. He thinks that Arnold almost misses the
point. Banter and irony, says Davie, are the defining characteristics of the urbane.
Davie would see urbanity as a type of mind. In the essay he distinguishes between
"the provincialism which consists in living a long way from the capital, and the
other provincialism which is as common in Trafalgar Square and Knightsbridge
as anywhere else."
If we were to look for regionalism in Australia, Western Australia would be
the obvious case study. It is by far the most self-conscious, self-analytical and
articulate region in Australia. It is the only state which has voted for secession.
With Queensland, it is the only state with regionally oriented professional publishers. It has produced five professional anthologies of its writings (Queensland,
one). The Tasmanian Fellowship of Writers produces a yearly anthology but it
is not professionally published. Along with Queensland it is the only state with
a professionally edited literary magazine, and Western Australia has its own poetry
magazine, craft magazine, and general arts magazine.
What can be claimed for the West as a literary region?
Why is practising an art form, say story writing, while resident in West
Australia a qualification for inclusion in an anthology? Does it imply that simply
being "in a certain place" after a while affects the writing? Fay Zwicky, claimed
by the West, grew up and was educated in Melbourne. To be blunt, three of the
six writers in the recent anthology New Country were not born in the West. Is
the state boundary a legitimate boundary for a literary anthology? I'm inclined
to think that after a time, where one is, changes and shapes you. But how to detect
that, how it expresses itself in writing-of that I am uncertain.
I looked at three West Australian anthologies. West Coast Stories (1959),
Sandgropers (1973), and New Country (1976).
West Coast Stories, edited by H. Drake-Brockman, has no introductory remarks
about the special nature of the West. Maybe in the fifties the special nature of the
West was assumed to be self-evident. Maybe the literary community was embarrassed because of the then centenary celebrations of their state. The first contributor, Walter Murdoch, tells us that he had judged the "Odes to the West"
competition. He says: ..... I wonder whether anybody ever spent a vacation in this
way, since the world began.... I find certain difficulty in not beginning sentences
with 'Hail!' ... they hailed everything and everybody; they hailed the country;
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they hailed the centenary, they hailed our wool, our wheat, our gold, our pearling
industry, our wildflowers, the men of a century ago and the generations yet
unborn ... "
Twenty years later Dorothy Hewett made some claims for special identity
although my reading of her tone suggests she is not convinced. She traces through
the West Australian ideology. While the rest of Australia, she says, has given
up trying to build a utopian Australia "of self-contained abiding life that can be
lived by communities in touch with the earth" the West had gone on with it,
trying to build "a new vitalist society".
The third anthology, edited by Bruce Bennett, also has an introduction slightly
more aggressive than the other two.
He says: "One of the justifications for a regional anthology is that it can
provide 'local colour' by recreating the sights, sounds, and smells of different
localities within a region . . . many of the stories serve another important function: that of increasing our self-knowledge through an understanding of significant
pressures and strains within the private and communal lives of Western Australians. "
But he goes on to another claim: " ... there is nothing as experimental here as
the short fiction being written, chiefly in Sydney ... Although this may indicate
a conservative attitude to experimentation in Western Australia, it also indicates
in at least some of the writers in this selection, a healthy scepticism about prevailing fashions and a concern that the virtues of realism should not be lost in the
self-conscious game-playing that sometimes accompanies modem experimentation
in short fiction. Fiction is still felt, by these writers, to be a serious and significant
act of human communication."
A little tough on those Sydney writers who have spent a good part of their
adult life trying to work with short fiction as "a serious and significant act of
human communication" and who see experimentation and innovation as part of
the obligation of their art.
As Davie points out " ... there is another sort of provincialism, not the inadvertent provincialism that comes of trying to be urbane and failing, but a deliberate
preference for the unfashionable". Bruce Bennett, as anthology editor, defensive
of his material, seems to have moved to this position.
Looking at the anthologies, statistically, yields some simple observations.
In the first anthology 21 of 23 stories are "placed" in the West within the first
page-often within the first couple of sentences. They are not stories which seek a
cosmopolitan or international anonymity, "any place at any time" (which, interestingly, I found in the Tasmanian anthologies). There is a suggestion in some
stories that this "placement" is assertive or a form of exoticism (stressing or
exaggerating local colour to amuse or appeal to outsiders). But only the authors
in their hearts know whether this motive operated in their work. The first book
is published by an east coast publisher and nearly all the stories appeared in east
coast magazines-probably for lack of a local magazine.
Twenty years later in the second anthology we find that most of the stories are
still placed in the West: 12 out of 17. This time eleven of these stories appeared
first in West Australian magazines-Thrust or Westerly. This book is published
by The University of Western Australia Press.
The third anthology is published by the second WA. publisher-the Fremantle
Arts Centre Press. The regional infrastructure is now apparent. The university is
no longer the sole patron of the arts. The magazine, Westerly, has moved from
undergraduate journal, to English Department journal, to some newer relationship of independence.
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Regional placement of the stories is more reticent-6 of 17. Three of the
writers are not WA. born. I don't think this is a retreat from regionalism but a
sense of, or hope for (we don't know yet), a more subtle regional sensibility.
American intrusion into the west is a theme which comes out in three storiesone from each of the anthologies over the years. There are remarkable similarities.
First, Helen Wilson in Kedi shows how an innocent (but amoral) society survives
the threat of tourism and oil, in Ethel Webb's story Towers of Darkness the
American bases, seen as corrupting, and as representing "white civilisation", earns
a violent retaliation. And in the latest anthology, Hal Colebatch in Terri Jones
has a girl from the golden west, perhaps with supernatural powers, inflict violent
retaliation upon an intruding American from one of the bases.
It would require a deeper reading by a more analytical reader to detect a
regional sensibility in the more subtle form. But it was a feeling that most of the
stories, after the geographical placement, could have been written in many places
in Australia (but perhaps not in Balmain). Many stories in the earlier anthologies
seemed to be wearing a badge. But I came away with the impression that, if there
is going to be a regionalism, it will probably emerge most strongly in the West.
Not only because of the forced isolation, but because the state wants to be
different-this itself, as I've said, can be a provincial stance, but it can also
generate, perhaps, a separate identity.
This regional chauvinism expresses itself in the local enthusiasm for W.A.
books, and in the remarkable local demand for a recording of the w.A. Symphony
Orchestra. My hunch is that if the state feels different enough, then it will eventually exhibit itself through the art coming out of the region.
The infrastructure is evolving which will allow the work to be produced but
it is evolving against the emergence of Sydney as the cultural power centre (which
is not, I stress, to say that primary creative people have to live there!).
In the United States during the twenties and thirties the Mid-West and the
West Coast and the South fought against the cultural domination of New York.
I'm not in the position to estimate what happened although I think we can assume
that the Mid-West at least, did not survive as a regional identity in literature.
It has to be noted that New South Wales and Victoria do not produce "regional" anthologies.
The other factor which I find fogs the exploration of regionalism is that we
know that works of high originality and brilliance in literature can be produced
anywhere. But there are many other standards used and "awards of merit" given
for writing, especially in Australia. A writer can be described as "among the best
Australian" or "among the best West Australian" or "among the best West Australian writers of his generation" or "among the best West Australian writers of
his generation working in this area". ("Among" is always used to avoid creating
a regal hierarchy.)
There are many worthwhile writing activities between say, journalism and first
rank fiction. Much of this writing is of value because it reflects place and special
conditions under which the human lives. That is, it can only be produced because
someone has "lived there" or "lived through it". It includes local history, journals,
diaries, eye-witness accounts, letters, and the many popular culture uses of the
written word.
This is "regional" in a simple, specific sense. A region should have an infrastructure to encourage it, publish it, preserve it, and study it. But its interest to
people outside the region will be slight.
The number of readers interested in reading seriously about the "human condition" is significant but when we write about the "Australian condition" or the
special nature of being alive in Western Australia in the mid-twentieth century, the
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readership begins to shrink below economically supportable figures (given the way
we organise the economics of the printed word at present, i.e., unfairly).
Finally, the term "regional identity" may, like "national identity", be a dead
end. At least, in the way we use it, crudely to mean a looking for, at a national
level, an "essential Australian". There will be a plurality of reactions among the
varied sensibilities of writers to a given set of conditions. That is, there are many
ways of reacting to the special conditions of being Australian or being West
Australian. There may be no single "regional identity" discernible in all Western
Australian writing. The sum total of all writing produced from the West over a
century may show up something but it need not show up a tight single "identity".
The cosmopolitan influences and the plurality of human sensibilities may mean
there is not a "national identity" in the old fashioned sense, it may only be mean·
ingful as a political fact.
There is also the "flattery of realism"-the pleasure of being written about,
which can be a relationship developed between reader and writer on a regional
basis which has nothing to do with literary values as we understand them.
I should conclude by admitting that I am a regionalist by political reflex, I
prefer the smaller government unit, and that I have no doubt that political regionalism, as represented at present by the state governments, will flourish and that
national politics will fade in importance (as it has in many countries). The
political future is with devolution of power and with the states, but I do not
have the confidence to predict how this will interact with the arts.

THOMAS SHAPCOTT: People Placed in Time,
Seminar Postscript
I am sitting in the swelter of November thunderstorm afternoon, Brisbane, over
3,000 miles from Fremantle, where last weekend I attended the seminar "Time,
Place and People" at the unique Arts Centre there, in clear dry weather that made
even the conference roof reflect the temper of that specific-and lovely-environment. Yes, Australia is very large.
The seminar, I thought at first, was aimed at reassuring Westralians that they
were OF US-the Easterners. By the end, I felt a great attractiveness about what
they had made Theirs. Regionalism exists, despite Peter Ward discovering the
same hotel meals and barflies across the continent. It exists because physical
environment, even in the country of eucalypts, varies and is subtly insistent, even
to towndwellers. The original landscape may be bulldozed and raked into couch
lawns and blue tiled swimming pools and two-garage brick veneer buildings, but
our sense of ourselves is defined by how we react out in the open air, more than
inside air-conditioned offices. Writers most of all know that, and react to that.
And readers who have struggled for years in a strange dissociated world of "somewhere else but not here"-identification can be caressed, burst, amazed, by their
first encounter with a writing that gives them identity, not dream-surrogate
fantasy. David Malouf's Brisbane novel, lohnno, is a specific recent instance.
Brisbane is far more deprived, in terms of creative identity, than the Perth!
Fremantle corner. The shock was therefore greater.
I was asked to summarise the Fremantle weekend, but find myself moving on,
off and beyond what was said, heard or probed there. That is a measure of the
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sort of stimulus in the conference. Jim Davidson, editor of Meanjin, perhaps most
clarified the importance of regionalism as it now begins to express itself in our
culture, when he noted that Sydney has replaced London or New York as a focus
for creative striving. Although he (and we all) deplored such an accretion of
power in the one centre, the transfer of a sense of viable focus is a major one:
no longer London, New York, where-ever. My paper sought to define a sense of
regionalism that allows creative vitality to make use of the intrinsic situation in
which the artist finds him/her self. Jim Davidson, I think, strongly endorsed this
while taking a more broadly social perspective on the actualities, and pressures,
the individual has to work in, or through, or with. I will append a shortened
version of my paper, but also would like to take the opportunity of repeating
what I found demonstrated in Fremantle: that a sense of isolation, or regional
distancing, is creatively valuable if it is acted on in a positive way. The birth, and
impressive growth of the Fremantle Arts Centre Press, is a striking indication of
exactly such positive response: while West Australian writers struggled to join the
waiting-lists of other presses-in the East, overseas-they were clearly disadvantaged (just as someone in Brisbane or Adelaide or Hobart is). The demonstration
of energy and viability within one's own regional culture does more than give a
local boost. It makes a space, it insists on a viability beyond the specific list of
titles. This is not "going it alone", but it is self-help, and Emerson (an arch
regionalist) in his famous essay still has a pertinence worth quarrying.
Again, I move on, move off the specific areas of the conference. Tribute to a
sense of enormous possibilities that exist, in this decade, in this country, at this
moment. Weare full of despairs, frustrations, depressions, real and financial. But
we are also full of a sort of growth that leaves most critics unable to cope-"too
much", "flooded", "swamped by drivel", "is everyone out there writing all night":
the number of books published in the last decade is more than an indication of
Australia Council largesse; it is more than a token of falling standards (read any
of the 1940s thin vols. lately?); it is a sign that creativity is taken, and taken
seriously-if not by a few well groomed pros. The way to discover what is enduring is not to tick against pre-set squares. It is to take what is offered on its own
terms, which are often simple and ephemeral enough. To get back to regionalism:
the West Australian poet or short story writer who knows/hears/feels/tells his
own world, whether in formal quatrains or Perth-hydraulics, will know in his/her
heart when that world has been caught in the writing (and read the complete
Coleridge if you want to be convinced that 90% of all poets' work is either
ephemera or preliminary try-out). We have been nurtured in the world of 100%
Masterpieces-100% lp record perfect performances, 100% best seller masterpieces, 100% advertising wrapup. Not true. It is only in our regional knowledge,
our true experience, that we know this is not true, that we discredit the sales talk.
Masterpieces are not what are to be sought, not unless we subscribe only to
Time-Life digests, because masterpieces arise out of, and through, personal, and
regional, and human experience.
We begin with what we bring with us. Where we end up is in some perspective
that is never immobile.
THE LEAP ONTO THE PAGE
That is the title of my paper. To make it more to the point of the seminar, I
have added a subtitle: YOU BRING YOUR OWN TERRITORY WITH YOU.
I'd like to begin by quoting from two recent essays, which I think characterise
opposing attitudes towards the essential question of 'regionalism' in literature.
The first is by Geoffrey Thurley, in his recent book, The American Moment;
the second is by Kurt Heinzelman in a review from Poetry, Chicago.
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Thurley's book is a challenging one-and not only for Americans. Challenging
because his thesis is that "provincialism" characterises all American poetry until
the emergence of the Beat West Coast poets and Ginsberg's successful amalgamation of East Coast vitality with West Coast accessibility and metaphysical
concern. What interests us here, though, is Thurley's definition of the stages of
evolution in cultural provincialism-and in a footnote he does suggest an Australian parallel: here is his main definition:
There seems to me to be three broad stages in the evolution of cultural
provincialism. First, there is the stage of primary provincialism, in which the
provincial society behaves with regard to the parent society rather as Congreve's country bumpkins behaved with regard to London: it gives a crude
imitation of its manners. At the second stage the provincial society makes a
conscious effort to establish an autonomous culture of its own: in this stage,
the provincial society is sure enough of itself to be proud of its own accent,
and it is more interested in itself than in the parent society. But at the second
stage, which we could call the stage of proud provincialism, the provincial
society still, deep down, acknowledges the spiritual and cultural superiority of
the parent culture. Only at the third stage does the provincial society acquire
its own centre of gravity-a gravitational mass which may well indeed begin
to attract the old parent society. In art, the first stage of provincialism is
marked by facile copies of metropolitan originals; the second by the emergence of a certain homespun originality, but also by a significant eclecticism,
as the more exalted creative spirits look round for adequate instruments; the
third by new forms and contents which are not only unique to that society
(its provincialism had been in its own way unique) but which compare in
depth and wholeness with the best of the parent society.
This, as a general overview, is full of pith. The suggestion of "significant eclecticism" in the 'second stage of provincialism' is a vivid and telling description of
aspects we immediately recognize. It is also too neat to be trusted, especially in
the 20th Century, the Century of Eclecticism, when whole cultures have been
involved in trying-on and casting-off of hats, inheritances, and communications.
Thurley, though, is not to be ignored. Basically his attitude towards 'provincial
culture' is: "It's just not good enough." He is clearly concerned with a sense of
'style', of a fitness of expression-style, for him, should be where everything
coheres.
Style-and this would surely be Thurley's definition, too-comes from within.
There is, however, surely another way of approaching the area of creative, or
cultural (or even sociological) development. At a certain point the individual
expressive capacity and the cultural overview cohere. That can be thought of as a
period of 'maturity' beyond 'provincialism'; it can also be thought of as an individual achievement, or even a part-achievement; individual poems have changed
the direction of a literature. To define Walt Whitman as a "provincial eclectic at
the second stage" doesn't really tell us what the significant discoveries of our
reading through "Leaves of Grass" may be-nor what Whitman's decisive position
in his own literature became.
A more flexible concept of how to relate the written poem to its own world
and the world of the surrounding and neighbouring cultures is expressed in Kurt
Heinzelman's recent Poetry review.
In surveying a group of Australian, Canadian, New Zealand and Scottish poets.
he begins by striking the pUlse-point of much current literary concern: the "internationalist" vs. the "regional" perspective.
What is implicit behind this is the 'eclecticism' of the entire 20th century
western culture which I mentioned before. In our over-communicative world this
does point up those two increasingly opposed creative resource areas: the "inter68
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nationalist"-metropolitan in essence, who seeks, and needs, stimulus from the
ideas bank, and the image bank, of all available cultures (hence the interest in
translations currently so fashionable); and, secondly, the "regional" writer who
is by no means to be mistaken for even "Nationalist", "Provincial" or "rural",
Frank O'Hara's midtown New York poems are as entirely regional in expression
as Robert Frost's self-consciously New Hampshire bucolics. In Australian terms,
Garrie Hutchinson's Carlton poems are as unmistakeable Melbourne as Jack
Blight's sea-sonnets are Maryborough, Queensland.
Kurt Heinzelman writes:
The absence of the local is no more a fault, of course, than its presence is
intrinsically a virtue. In the old days "colonial" poetry was expected to hie
to the parochial, the picturesque local detail. In the more recent past, the
perspectives taken by such poets of the polis as W. C. Williams, Olson, and
others refocused and expanded the meaning of that poetic by finding at the
core of the colony the gist of possible communities, the outward figure of
the self. But these poets from the British Commonwealth aspire, like many
contemporary American poets, to what could be called an "international
style", a trans-oceanic positioning of the self. One of the sweetest fruits of
that aspiration has been the present renaissance in the art of translation. But
the search for an international poetic sensibility and for a catholic style may
also result in spoilage. Poems may fall into the indistinguishable diction and
rhythm of much mediocre translation, as if the poem had become, in effect,
a translation ex nihilo. The ear loses its ability to employ those particularities
of inflection and innuendo which resist paraphrase. Fading into "translatorese" the poem neither speaks nor sings.
The two essential points, then, Heinzelman makes are, first, that "the outward
figure of the self" can be illuminated by the local, concrete, specific, in ways that
"resist paraphrase"; and second, that the "internationalist" tone may well lead to
pallid anonymity. "The indistinguishable diction and rhythm of much mediocre
translation" is a quality that has become all too apparent in much recent poetry
-in America, in England, and in Australia.
The first point, though, clearly has implied dangers. The regionalist who "resists
paraphrase" may well have to be content with a small and immediate audience
only.
The problem, once you write with self-consciousness for such a small and
immediate readership, is that you may limit your view, and your search. The "outward figure of the self" may all but disappear. That has often been the case in
Australian verse. It is, let us remember, the large-scale view of man in a society
that gives the special urgency to the particular smalltown world and histories of
W. C. Williams' "Paterson" and Charles Olson's "Gloucester" in the Maximus
poems.
The anonymity of "internationalist" styles is probably related to the concept
of what that "international" world is. We know the world is too much with us,
and mucher than Wordsworth would have imagined. The self-conscious "internationalist" is probably pretty sensitive about just what choice he is seen to be
wearing, or reading, or listening to, or writing. Though much such current writing,
particularly of the surrealist kind (courtesy of the Spanish-language translations)
is largely based upon the examination or projection of the self, the self quickly
realises it is only a computer statistic. The world of the transit lounge. The world
of ten minutes later. The world of feeling like a bad translation.
This is not to say you can't write impressive or valid poems about transit
lounges or the modern image of society. Or that you can't write works set outside
the fenceposts of regional time and space. Clearly you can: John Berryman's
dream songs, for instance, inhabit the very lounge-bars of the overhung jet-lag
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traveller. Little enough geography in them. But they are full of inflections that
could only be truly at home somewhere between Columbia University and Washington Square-the world of disgruntled academics rubbed by the particular
polymorphous gaminess of New York working-class backchat.
If we examine them, we discover that so many of the most exciting 20th
Century achievements are both eclectic and instinctively regional.
The point in my contrasting the two quotations-Thurley and Heinzelman-is
to suggest that "colonialism" may well be, as Thurley suggests, an adaptive stage
signifying certain lacks in essential assurance-and, more importantly, in "new
forms and contents". But it is not necessarily the same thing as "regionalism".
And post-colonial writing is not guaranteed immunity from other dangers: there
are other traps as large as parochial narrowness. After all, "internationalism" is
generally the reflection of a dominant culture group-which, as with the art
market, is constantly on the lookout for novelty. The provincial "internationalist"
may well find himself rejected in favour of some authentic regionalist-Mark
Strand's enthusiasm for the work of Les Murray, while remarking that "Robert
Adamson would not last five and a half minutes in New York" is a case in point.
Full circle. We live in the late 20th Century. We are a country very far away
from practically anywhere. We have the English language knotted like Oxbridge
ties at our throats. We have learned to look hard around us. I think we have
learned that. We are not so sure about ourselves, there's something uncomfortable
about our relationship with-everything.
That's where we start. It was Douglas Stewart once remarked to me (I quote
from imperfect memory): "If you begin by writing about the concrete and the
immediate you can move out just about anywhere. But if you begin with abstractions, generalisations, you can never come back to the particular and make it
work. "Put in another way: You have to go out, you can't crawl back. And no
matter where the direction, you begin from the region of your self, your learning
-and your intuition.

PETER WARD: What 'Sense of Regionalism'?
I wish to criticise the whole notion of a seminar in Fremantle, Western Australia,
designed to "explore the sense of regionalism in contemporary Australian literature".
Frank Moorhouse and Tom Shapcott have guardedly and politely agreed that
it exists, but I do not. If by 'regionalism' we mean that we can cut this country
up into divisions as historically, socially, politically and linguistically different as
North America's Eastern Seaboard, Deep South, Middle West and South Far
West, then clearly we are deluding ourselves.
We do not have such diversity in Australia. Queenslanders do not speak with
a special accent. There is no such tongue as New South Welsh. The Victorians
can at times appear a little 'Victorian' but I think that is really a political problem.
In South Australia the cultural establishment does believe it belongs to a superior
region, but in these parlous times and for the State's tourist industry's sake it is
a conceit probably worth humouring.
Nevertheless many people (especially those interested in the arts) in the various
parts of Australia do indeed fret about what they see as their 'isolation' and seek
to console themselves by arguing that their communities are developing special
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identities, local skills, and unique qualities. It is understandable but usually unfortunate because the road to that kind of self-conscious cultivation of cultural
difference leads nowhere.
Isolation may have produced distinct regional differences between the various
European settlements in Australia had they been established a century earlier than
they were, but its effect as a central cultural determinant was significantly reduced
by the steam packet, then by the steam train and telegraph, and now it has been
destroyed utterly by the ABC, STD, the motor car and the T-Jet.
I am in the fortunate position I think of having within the last twelve months
been to nearly every 'region' in Australia.
My editor last year observed that Peregrine Worsthorne of the London Daily
Telegraph had written a series of feature articles under the title "A Journey
Around Jubilee Britain". He had made it using British Rail. It took him a week.
I was charged with performing the same trick in Australia.
Now I have always thought that one of the most distinctive attributes of
Australians in general is their nonchalant disregard of distance. We have now in
fact made a cultural virtue out of what to the 19th century settler must have
seemed a devastating and lonely necessity. Our children are taught to be proud
of this country's immensity. As adults we respect it. Indeed a very large number
of retired middle-class people feel obliged to drag their bones and their caravans
around it as an ultimate rite of passage.
So the prospect of a journey around the rim of the continent did not seem
excessively daunting even though the distance was more than equal to a trip from
Sydney to London and back to Athens. Thus I travelled by jet, car and train from
Adelaide to Adelaide by way of the Pilbara, the Kimberleys, the Top End, Northern and Southern Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria. An earlier trip had
taken in Central Australia.
And what I found to be the most distinctive, immediately observable quality
in those places was their similarity. The motels, shops, beer palaces, junk food
stalls, bookshops, cinemas, discos, pop music, barbecues, beers, houses, and official
cultural establishments, all proclaim a relentless conformity, an ultimate geographical and social levelling. The suburbs, towns and people of Australia cannot
be construed as belonging to a set of cosy regional cultures: rather they are extraordinarily (and often oppressively) homogeneous. What differences there arePerth's fretfulness to Brisbane's vulgarity, say-are peripheral and ephemeral.
Take as an example the built environment. It seems at this stage in the 20th
Century Australians are determined to ignore even the differences of climate on
the continent-those differences which give us an Algerian Perth, an Athenian
Adelaide, a Milanese Melbourne, a Triestine Hobart, a New Orleans Sydney, a
Florida Keys Brisbane and a Vietnamese Darwin. Somehow despite this diversity
and a handful of minor architectural concessions to the elements we have collectively decided that most Australian housing, land subdivision and planning should
be articulated on the model of a perpetually wintering Moonee Ponds. We have
even ignored the lessons of 19th Century Australian builders who agreed the
summers were generally hot and had to be taken into consideration. They will
have to be learned again.
But this is not an address on short-sighted town planning. My thesis is simply
that the most important thing to say about Australia in 1978 is that our parts are
all so much the same that we sh6uld really regard ourselves as one big, increasingly multi-racial, continental-sized region located south of South East Asia.
It seems to me that there are two ways to look at structural differentiation in
Australian society-for convenience I will call them 'vertical' and 'horizontal'.
The vertical divisions are based on the old colonial boundaries, with their
attendant political structures, state capitals, rural hinterlands and deserts.
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Most private and public organisations in Australia mirror this kind of 'political
regionalism'-from the Boy Scouts through to political parties, unions, employer
organisations, stock exchanges, sporting bodies and even writers' societies. Statesrights burn just as fiercely in, say, the Federal Council of the Australian Bank
Officials Association as they ever do in a State Parliament. It is this kind of
regionalism which is generally used as a base-indeed often as the motive force
-for elaborate and closely argued assertions of 'cultural regionalism' in Australia.
On the other hand there are the 'horizontal', or socially-determined structural
differences. These clearly have influenced our literature. They are the clear cut,
observable political and cultural differences between rural and city Australia, and
between the rich and poor, black and white, old and young, Anglo-Saxon and
non-Anglo-Saxon, employed and unemployed. Some of Australia's oldest and most
lively literary traditions are based on this rich lode of differentiation.
Let me put my opinion about this quite bluntly. I strongly suspect that people
in Western Australia (or for that matter in South Australia, Tasmania or Queensland) who are preoccupied with defining notions of apartness are quite often also
defending local parochialism, small mindedness, limited vision, and amateurism.
Indeed the very idea of 'regionalism', growing or otherwise, in Australian Literature seems to me to derive from an imperfect appreciation of the kind of literature
we have, and from an imperfect appreciation overall of the kind of metropolitan
society Australia basically is.
Of course writers and artists are influenced in countless ways by their local
environment, pervasive traditions, family history, colonial past, and indeed the
weather, and many have used such material as fuel for the business of writing
well. But we do not have the kind of diverse society that will allow a William
Faulkner to spring forth, and rock and roll rather than Border Ballads can be
heard at our State boundaries.
For some people in Balmain or North Baldwin or Booragoon it is heresy to
suggest that one of the most important observations to be made about Australia
is that it is pervasively homogeneous. In their sometimes desperate search for a
local habitation and a name they insist that we be a nation of cultural StatesRighters. But nevertheless it seems to me that well fed literati are being selfindulgent when they sit in comfortable rooms on the edge of the Indian Ocean
fretting about their identity while on the other sides of that lake the world is
about to burn.

Landscape and Figures
ELIZABETH JOLLEY
Mr Frank Moorhouse spoke of provincial anxiety, he said too that he couldn't
see if there will be any original writing from Western Australia.
One may well ask what is provincial. Must every English writer come from
London? In every country in the world some writers have gained their strength
from being provincial. Jane Austen's novels are set in a very definite limit of
scene belonging to her time and her knowledge of people and of her own background. 11er writing survives, one meets Mrs Bennet frequently-Jane Austen
knew her world from her birth upwards.
Does every American writer live in New York? American writers who lived all
their lives in the South did not regard this as a disability. Flannery O'Connor and
Faulkner are two examples. But the concept of provincial has to be looked at in
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a wider aspect. The writer in Sydney who feels he is at the centre of the world
might forget that he is almost certainly not even known by name to critics and
writers in London, Paris, New York, Cape Town and Delhi-and the other way
round of course. And we must not forget that not all writing is in English.
Being provincial is not a matter of living outside a metropolitan centre. In our
time so many poets and novelists are being published in the English speaking
world alone that no one can possibly read or even know about more than a
handful.
The term regional isolation perhaps should not be used. Isolation from what?
On returning to England one is asked by the wife of a stockbroker in Tunbridge Wells,
"But don't you feel far away in Western Australia?"
Far away from what?
There would not be much use in reminding her of what Sir Humphrey Gilbert
told his sailors in the sinking ship:
"We're as near to God on sea as we are by land."
The artist can be just as near his God wherever he is.
Mr Tom Shapcott spoke of,
"-the presence of background not acknowledged and therefore ever present-"
Not all writers are concerned with background, or if they are, the background
is an interior one using the exterior landscape to produce images and symbols as
Ian Templeman's "thought furniture" in his poem Caretaker. The poet is describing the fragile and temporary nature of human relationship in,"the strange house
hillperched in the tough
fabric of eucalypt
and thorn hemmed plants"Equally landscape and figures are inextricably woven in Peter Cowan's story The
Store where landscape and vegetation,
"-the heavy trees that climbed the slope from the estuary, more open to the
cold southerly of winter-" are mixed with the heavy dark appearance and nature
of the loneliness of a man on the edge of his landscape and on the edge of other
people's lives.
Turgenev wrote A Lear of the Steppes, there is no reason why a West Australian writer could not write an Othello of City Beach.
Mr Peter Ward spoke about the geographical immensity of Australia with its
"oppressively homogeneous character". This is clearly the picture one would have
from staying in luxury hotels on an expense account. The immense variety in the
Australian landscape and climate and ways of living does not need to be described.
Within quite short distances great changes occur. Does Mr Ward think it is the
same to live all the year within the sound of a tired generator in a small town
in the wheatbelt as it is to live in Nedlands or Peppermint Grove?
Landscape is not just trees and paddocks and hills, it is crowded streets, it is
the varying smells of different kinds of poverty, it is the well being of affluence
and the security of smug suburban hedges or, to be more up to date, expensive
brick walls, it is the excitement of people.
To know himself in perception and awareness and the surprise of the imagination, and to feel and recognize a reflection from the society in which he finds
himself, the writer needs his landscape. Landscape and people make suggestions
to the writer and enliven his imagination. Consciously and unconsciously the
writer seeks his own identification and uses his setting as background. A superficial
glance at any anthology may suggest an aggressive use of landscape. Perhaps the
superficial glance should be avoided in order for the reader to discover if there
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might be more in the wntmg than an aggressive emphasis on regional setting.
Mr Bruce Bennett mentioned "the eternal conflict between poet and critic". The
weary editor or critic may well be cautious, for stock characters and situations
can and do repeatedly present themselves poorly disguised in wheat, gold and beer.
In the end what matters to the writer is his total environment and this means
people and, as Mr Tom Shapcott said, "the greed of wanting to discover".

PETER COWAN
The problem is what sort of landscape, and what kind of figures. To take up the
point made earlier about the sameness of Australia, of Australian society and
patterns of living, one would agree about the apparent sameness, but feel it may
be more apparent than real. Certainly this question of sameness goes to the heart
of any consideration of the possibilities of regional writing.
How real is this sameness? Is it true there is no difference in the quality of
living in various parts of Australia? I do not feel the same living here, in Western
Australia, as I would living in Sydney. In fact I could not contemplate living in
Sydney. Whereas I could very happily contemplate living in Adelaide, for instance,
not because there is some sameness in these cities but precisely because there seems
to me a vast difference. And to live on a cattle station in the Kimberleys would
not be much like living in one of the suburbs of Perth. There is difference enough,
and it is real enough, in Australia. A degree of sameness, inevitably, yes, and it
may be growing until one part is indistinguishable from another, but that has not
happened yet.
It is a common idea of people from the urban conglomerations of Sydney and
Melbourne that people in Perth feel isolated. Isolated from what? Sydney and
Melbourne? Let's hope so, devoutly. In that there is again difference, and strength.
But isolated in the sense of feeling deprived-no.
Frank Moorhouse mentioned McAuley's remark about the concentration of
writers in Sydney-Balmain. Certainly one would not expect a writer living in Perth
to write in quite the same way as these writers. It may be that the very fact of
Balmain and Sydney and the group of writers associated with them is evidence of
regional writing. The style, the attitudes, the tone, the very diction, are distinctive,
and this surely is the value of this kind of writing.
The strength of regional writing seems to lie in a strong sense of place, often
a quality of vision, or view: a rich idiom: a colour. The writing of Frank Moorhouse is itself evidence of this-or at the other end of the environmental scale,
as it were, the work of Stow. And it seems characteristic of the pattern of Australian development that perhaps the strongest evidence of regional writing may
be found in this urban regionalism.
The danger is that the pull of Sydney as a power base and a kind of vision
becomes so strong that writers try to affect this style and indeed very way of life.
Which is a denial of a true regional base.
But to come back to figures and landscapes. To live in Western Australia is
to be strongly aware of a physical landscape--one behind the urban facade, and
even though the population is overwhelmingly urban. This sense of another
environment comes through to the sprawling suburbs, it comes in the smoke of
the forest department's endless burning fires, the lack of water, the heat, the
distances.
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It is interesting to speculate, and perhaps fruitful ground for a writer here, on
the attitude of West Australians to this environment beyond their suburbs. Certainly they continually try to erase all trace of it with streets and suburban lawns
and endless rose gardens. Even the new phase of native gardens is, however commendable, the creation of a manageable obedient environment rather than one
harsh and unpredictable.
And out beyond the metropolitan Perth there are stretches of quite pitiless but
utterly attractive landscape. Even here we put down instant towns and suburbs
that are replicas of Perth-or other such Australian models. The new iron ore
towns of the north, for instance. This does make for sameness, yes. Yet a few
miles outside their airconditioning and supermarts one can die in a couple of
days, left alone.
So it is these figures and this landscape, this background of suburbia and
outside empty space, this sameness and difference in conflict, something derivative
and something unique, that might give the writer in Western Australia his material.
Material not for a literal transcription, not for a social realist writing, but which
has become a part of the writer's whole vision and experience and mental attitude.
The regional writer derives from his region, he doesn't adopt it or affect its
ways, and he may be ineffective, creatively, outside it. If this is a weakness it is
also a strength. If there are limitations in regionalism, it may be better to accept
them. Regional writing is not parochial-why should it be? It makes as much
sense to explore the differences of Australia as to mirror the sameness, even if
time is running out for that which is distinctive and different.

TOM HUNGERFORD
I suggest that at present Western Australia stands in much the same relationship regionally to the Eastern States of Australia as turn-of-the-century Australia
had stood in relation to Great Britain, and later to America, and-possibly in
future-to Japan.
Australia had outgrown its regional status vis-a-vis Britain and America (although not yet completely, the latter) simply by maturing, by expanding its
population and its economic status to the point at which it ceased to be a region
and became itself a centre of a kind.
It is highly likely that in its regional relationship with the more populous, more
powerful Eastern States of Australia the West would follow a similar pattern.
The writing is already on the wall in a number of ways. It seems most likely
that Western Australia's emancipation from regional status on its present serf
terms will come via its extremely advantageous situation for immensely expanded
trade and cultural exchange with the countries (Africa, Arabia, Asia) of the
Indian Ocean littoral: It was closer in proximity to those countries than the
Eastern States, and its present wealth of raw (and, increasingly, manufactured)
goods has an immense potential for expansion.
In any case, Western Australia might to all intents and purposes be considered
a separate nation occupying its third of the Australian continent. The more than
2000 miles of desert separating the centres of commerce and culture on the western
coast from those on the eastern coast were much the same as the expanse of ocean
separating, say, North America from Great Britain. The only real link-or as
Churchill once expressed it, the greatest division-between them is a common
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language. If the people of Western Australia were to speak a language different
from that spoken in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and Tasmania, tills
State would indeed be the different nation it almost became through the early
activities of the French (or even the Dutch) around its coast: under such circumstances, its literary output-instead of being almost completely ignored in Sydney
and Melbourne, would be accorded the same degree of acceptance as that given
to-for instance-the writings of Naipaul from the West Indies.
The present situation, in which Western Australia still existed-for however
short a time, albeit-as an appendage and a region of (principally) Sydney and
Melbourne, was one of considerable disadvantage to Western Australian writers
within Australia.
The spiritual aspects of regionalism in writing-the effect of his home place
on the outlook of the writer and the physical aspects of that home place on his
style-were to a great extent shared throughout the continent. Terrain and mores
did not differ so greatly from east to west as to generate regional writing of the
kind exhibited by-say-Faulkner in the however-imaginary Deep South of the
United States or Hardy in his little corner of the British Isles.
It was the actual opportunity to become a writer, to work as a writer and make
an acceptable living, or part of an acceptable living, as a writer, which is endangered in Western Australia's present regional subservience to the Eastern
States.
With a population twice that of the entire State of Western Australia disposed
in and around Sydney, it is not difficult to see where the market lies, and Eastern
States booksellers react predictably.
I might use personal experience to illustrate this point. Despite the fact of
being a recognised Australian writer, at home and abroad, for upwards of thirty
years, and despite the fact that review copies of my latest volume of short stories
sent to Eastern States reviewers had received most favourable notice, the volume
was not stocked in either Sydney or Melbourne. Like another outstanding publication of the Fremantle Arts Centre Press (A Faithful Picture, a beautifully presented series of early settlers' letters from the York district of Western Australia,
and if in the regional sense alone a most important record) it aroused no enthusiasm among Eastern States booksellers who simply "were not interested in
Western Australia".
Given this, and other circumstances such as virtual exclusion from such
national exposure as ABC panels, inevitably filled by Sydney or Melbourne writers,
it is obvious that Western Australia suffers more than somewhat from its regional
relationship with the Eastern States.
Not until Western Australia itself generates the sales potential-that is, the
popUlation-to support its own writers will they have the chance and be given
the time, to become fully established in the profession.

JIM DAVIDSON: Writing and the Regional Factor:
Some Notes
1. Regionalism, as a subject for discussion, is a very new one; yet clearly it is
one of which we are going to hear more. Apart from this conference, the last
month has seen Deakin University begin to plan a course on it, within their
Australian Studies programme; Humphrey McQueen address the Australian Independence Movement on the subject; and now Donald Horne's publishers announce
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·that his next book, instead of being the general analysis we've become used to, is
an account of a journey across the land.
2. We have still, though, to develop our concepts in dealing with it. Sometimes,
during the conference, Australia as a whole was treated as a region, which in some
respects it is; at others-and more usually-the different states were seen to constitute regions; again, but rather more rarely, different segments, such as the Kimberleys, Gippsland or New England.
3. The fact that instantiation of the concept is still so loose and varied suggests
that it is in part reactive, that the emergence of a consciousness of regionalismfor it is that, I think, we are talking about rather than regional consciousnesshas been partly shaped by other factors, is itself part of a larger historical process.
That process is Australia's de-dorninionisation: its painful growth towards cultural
independence and autonomy from the United Kingdom. At first glance this may
not seem to be particularly relevant to us here, but it can be seen to be so.
4. While the country remained in the cultural trammels of Great Britain, while
the P & 0 steamers regularly milked the udders of Australia as they progressed
from city to city carrying off the young, the bright, and the hopeful, the whole
place remained devalued, 16/- in the £, its citizens having to be urged 'Wherever
you trade, buy Australian made!'. Since the cultural life of the country was Britishderivative, it was natural that people would want to go direct to the source,
imperial London. But there were two immediate consequences for regionalism:
first, that the country as a whole was hooked on defining its essence (the Bushand-Bulletin school), which of necessity had to consist of those elements which
most clearly differentiated Australians from Home Counties Englishmen. Regionalism was smothered in stereotype. Secondly, the very assertion of regional difference was felt to be ... unimportant. Thus it was that we had to wait until 1962
for Manning Clark to write the first essay which seriously set about characterising
the differences in the intellectual styles of Melbourne and Sydney.
5. Local tradition was not perceived: hence it can scarcely be said to have
existed. Ours was a sand-castle civilisation. One thinks of the famous example
quoted by Geoffrey Serle in his From Deserts the Prophets Come (1973-and our
first cultural history), of Alan Seymour, author of The One Day of the Year
(1960), being unaware of the work of Louis Esson, the most important playwright Australia had produced before him. Cultural amnesia was the rule, rather
than the exception, and traces of it remain. Regionalism could be important in
eradicating them. For example: until recently few people knew of the existence of
the Stenhouse circle, the group of writers centred on a Scots lawyer and his library
of 10,000 volumes in the middle decades of last century, a group which included,
albeit fitfully, Charles Harpur, Henry Kendall, Daniel Deniehy and Richard Rowe.
Yet those people gathered in, of all places, Balmain. So weak is any sense of place
in this country that none of the so-called Balmain writers has shown any awareness or inclination to draw upon their antecedents in an imaginative fashion-not
even Michael Wilding, who once wrote a story centred on Arthur Hugh Clough's
unsuccessful candidature for a chair at the University of Sydney.
6. What, then, does regionalism in literature consist of? Clearly it is not merely
a matter of response to landscape (though a lot of bad regional writing is premised on that assumption). Otherwise, after a few minor changes, Olive Schreiner's
The Story of An African Farm would work perfectly well in Western Australia.
What it may very much be concerned with, though, is the way the environment
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enters the psyche of the people living there-Peter Cowan spoke earlier of the
edge given to life in the West by people's love/hate relationship, as rim-dwellers,
with the awesome interior. But social institutions, demographic patterns, monuments and buildings, a sheer sense of history-all of these are no less important
parameters of place, helping to determine what Harry Heseltine calls 'the context
of possibility'. This last phrase seems to me to be what regional writing is about:
an indication by the writer of what he feels to be peculiar or distinctive about a
particular place and its way of life. In truth it can be defined no more narrowly
than that. For there should be a looseness, a contrary possibility, even within the
possibility; the less the place obtrudes among the dramatis personae, the better.
7. And what should it not consist of? Abacus writing, the kind of stories that
rely for impact too heavily on twiddling known names of places or personalities:
the inner suburbs of Melbourne and Sydney have produced more than their share
of these. Conservative values, in the mistaken belief that because one's region is
not setting the pace for the nation, a more traditional approach is required to
mirror it properly; on the contrary, new methods of exposition must be developed
to release the essence, as Faulkner did with Yoknapatawpha County and H. C.
Bosman did with his Afrikaner farmers (the most regional of the lot). Finally,
self-consciousness. Regionalism should not become an obsession: obsession is a
regionalism of the mind.
8. One can state that with all the more confidence since the one ingredient most
apparent in regionalism as a world-wide phenomenon is essentially lacking in
Australia: grievance. (Material prosperity has reduced it to a diminuendo even in
the West.) Conquered Wales, subordinated Scotland, the failed secessionist South
-all have a consciousness rooted in painful historical experience and the imminent
hope, at least in the first two cases, of redress. The one possible exception in our
country is Tasmania-but its depressed condition and increased insignificance in
the national scene are so intertwined and so endemic that neither consciousness
exists nor (yet) a local writer talented enough to articulate it. The best Tasmanian
stories so far have been written by Hal Porter, a Mainlander.
9. Given the lack of this sort of historical resonance-to say nothing of linguistic
differences-the most we should expect from regional writing is a particularity of
response. Peter Ward argues the essential homogeneity of Australia; but it is no
less true that there are subtle differences in mores and folkways throughout the
country. These are the proper, if incidental, concern of writers who-since Ward
is right-must look more closely, listen more closely, think more carefully. This
means paying attention to idiom, even to words: for example, what is going on
behind the supplanting of the old pronunciation of 'Fremantle', with its break
followed by the stress on the second syllable, by the newer, more standard one
with its equal stress and slight drop at the end of the word? Or again, the increasing reference to 'Kimberley' rather than 'the Kimberleys'? Paying attention to
folklore: in Bathurst, N.S.W., there's a splendid colonnaded Court House, which
the locals will tell you was intended for India, only the plans got mixed up. In
fact the building was designed by t):le Colonial Architect in Sydney: the story tells
us something about the town's inferiority complex, its sense of inauthenticity.
(Even factual errors can be instructive.) Finally, searching for a symbolic act:
John Romeril found one in Melbourne's Moomba, which in 1977 chose Mickey
Mouse for its king. On the one hand he saw a proud city which had known better
days no longer having the imagination to rustle up an indigenous 'king', on the
other, a plastic Disney product (not even a human being), a symbol of the cultural
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penetration of American capitalism at its most insidious . .. The battle was thus
joined over a Moomba float.
10. Regionalism, then, need not be provincialism: at its best it may merely
develop a sensitivity towards what is most significant in the local. There are,
after all, other forces, other issues of much greater importance: the regional
factor will look after itself in the fullness of time merely by the process of
accretion, now that we are at last in the business of recognising and evaluating
our own cultural traditions. Indeed it is evident that regionalism will always be
of greater value as a concept for critics rather than as a nostrum for writers who,
if they are any good, may draw upon it for coloration, but in their own highly
distinctive fashion. One thinks of Martin Boyd, who abstracted the fact of Melbourne's stultification and loss of dynamism into a world of gentry values and
their decline. Or of C. P. Cavafy, whom Durrell in The Alexandria Quartet dubs
'the poet of the city'. But he was more than that, welding his triple affliction of
colonial isolation, homosexuality and the contemporary Greek linguistic schism
into a poetry that was declamatory, celebratory, and flexible. Perhaps his greatest
single means of attaining this mastery was his intense scrutiny of the local: putting
down roots that bypassed twelve Arab centuries to link the modern Greek city
with the ancient one. Alexandria, of course, had an antique past to yield: the
Stenhouse circle is not the court of the Ptolemies. But the comparison is apt in
so far as Cavafy is a striking example of a writer in a colonial situation who
overcame enormous obstacles, and who created a highly individual persona ex
nihilo. In the end, though, while it may have been the shaping factor, regionalism
has become irrelevant: the achievement transcends it. Once the location has been
fully recognised and comprehended, ideally it becomes the standpoint from which
the writer looks out.
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BOOKS
EXPERTS IN MISERY?
Nancy Keesing (ed.), Shalom: A Collection ')f
Australian Jewish Short Stories (Collins, Sydney, 1978),239 pp., $8.95.
In her informative introduction to this collection of Australian Jewish short stories the
editor Nancy Keesing writes that: "There is
not, and never has been, an identifiable school
or group of Jewish writers of fiction in Australia." Published in the year of the Jubilee of the
Sydney Great Synagogue, the present volume
may help to lend some kind of coherence to
Jewish short fiction in Australia; but for the
general reader, Jew and non-Jew, the absence
of an established "tradition" need not matter.
What is chiefly interesting and valuable about
Shalom are the varieties of Jewish attitude,
style and predicament it presents.
Mrs Keesing has divided the nineteen stories
printed here into three sections: those dealing
with European Jewish experience; those with
Jewish life in Australia; and two treating the
vexed question of Australian Jewish attitudes
to Israel. The format works well, though inevitably some stories cross or elude categories:
some of the best "Australian" pieces (Pinchas
Goldhar's "Cafe in Carlton" for example)
focus on the problems of reconciling European
memory and an Australian present; others, like
John Lang's "Music a Terror", are scarcely
"Jewish" in content at all.
Four aspects of Shalom are particularly noteworthy. One is its recurrent preoccupation with
the problems of being a Jew: how it feels in
this or that time and place, what kinds of attitudes to the self, to history and to non-Jews it
entails. Then there is the (to this reader at
least) remarkable absence of rancour, the tendency even to self-deprecation in a number of
treatments of Jewish persecution. In a different
key, there are some fine pieces of comic observation in several of the Australian stories. And
finally, there is the marked absence, even in
recent stories, of technical experimentation in
the volume. Beside much contemporary Ameri80

can Jewish, and Australian non-Jewish (Wilding, Moorhouse, Cary) short fiction, these
pieces seem significantly confident in traditional
narrative method, familiar ways of seeing. The
influence of the "fabulators" is scarcely apparent (Harry Marks's "The Fat Girl" is in
some respects an exception here). Nor is this
necessarily a criticism. In light of recent history, the refusal of these Jewish authors to
withdraw into purportedly closed verbal worlds
is particularly impressive. Not even the holocaust has fragmented-or been allowed to fragment-their vision.
The problems and terrors of being Jewish
are broached in many ways. In Lilian Barnea's
fine story, "A Man", for example, the protagonist, a Warsaw fugitive, reflects at one point:
"What an expert he had become in misery!",
and the expertise is seen to extend to a whole
gamut of destructive attitudes-shame ("Right
now, castration would have been preferable to
circumcision"), self-loathing ("What a bastard
he was. Not by birth, but by nature."), the will
to repudiation (what Barnea elsewhere calls
"the deep wish not to be chosen,"), and of
course sheer dread. (Physical fear, the horror
of senseless violation, quite naturally figures
prominently: Phil in Len Fox's "Bailey's Pine"
"knew that you couldn't say of anyone in the
world that he would be all right.") But there
is a flicker of something beyond all this in "A
Man", and elsewhere. Wisniewski, the protagonist, enters at his peril a public lavatory:
And Wisniewski, if he hadn't lacked that
little piece of skin, Wisniewski could have
answered [the janitor] in the same tone of
voice, as he daintily held his fearlessly exposed member ...
The strain here between the servile ("if he
hadn't lacked") and the grandiose ("fearlessly
exposed") is perhaps characteristic of the victimized imagination: as the world enforces intolerable images of self, so fantasy resists, consoling, exonerating, glamorizing. Survival itself
becomes an imaginative act. Lilian Bernea has
captured this with great power. So too has
Pinchas Goldhar in "Cafe in Carlton", and fantasy is in fact a key concern in many of these
stories.
In many of the Australian pieces not explicitly concerned with European persecution
the focus shifts. The antagonist becomes not
antisemitism but the "Jewish Community" itWESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1978

self: its values, its parents, its usages. Oddly
enough, some of these pieces (Fay Zwicky's
"Hostages" for example) are the angriest in
the book. Something of their tone emerges in
this description from Nancy Keesing's "Who
Then Was Alice's Evil Fairy?":
Heat generated from Mrs Bernstein as if,
during her brief progress across the dusty
town she had absorbed an incandescent
store which, having to escape somewhere,
now filled the bedroom. Heat seeped from
her dark-brown silk bodice, her ruched
skirt. A glaring sun in the form of a cameo
brooch upon her great bosom seemed to
illuminate the boned collar of her dress
from which bulked the top of a hot, red
throat supporting shining chins below a
purple face, steaming and melting under a
stuffy, old-fashioned, hot wig.

In view of recent Jewish experience, this willingness in a Jewish writer to let the less bigthe narrowly personal-things go is, if not
positively a merit, at least admirably unassuming; and neither Lurie nor other comic writers
in the book lose anything in incisiveness by
making light of these kinds of preoccupations.
Certainly "My Greatest Ambition" deals
with a theme central (as already mentioned)
in many of these stories: the nature and validity of fantasy itself. Lurie's treatment of the
issue is deceptively light and has implications
beyond this story. What the boy likes about
comics is

Lavish, loathsome, gaudy. The cry goes out
against crude materialism ("You're always
bringing money into everything" screams
Benny in Judah Waten's "Well, What Do You
Say To My Boy"); against Jewish mothers
("the tight, airless circle of maternal philanthropy" in Fay Zwicky's words); against the
mercantile Jew who finds it expedient to suppress his Jewishness (Nathan Spielvogel's "Mr.
Bronstein learns His Lesson"). We don't learn
a lot about the roots of this peculiarly "Jewish"
kind of vulgarity-if indeed it is a Jewish thing
at all-and only Nancy Keesing's "Who Then
Was Alice's Evil Fairy?" looks into the "dispersion of the tribes" Down Under and the
kinds of problems resulting.
Thus far then a good deal of expertise in
misery; but the volume does have its lighteror rather less complicatedly accepting-side.
Morris Lurie, for example, writes with selfaccepting candour in "My Greatest Ambition",
the story of a boy who wants to become a
cartoonist; and when at the end of the story
the father who has scorned his son's creativity
is due for another dig, the occasion is declined:

But of course it isn't that simple. The fictitious
and the real aren't that separate, and the boy,
no less than Wisniewski, is to some extent
what he dreams. The gay and the grim join
hands. And it may be that this issue-the complex and interdependent demands of the imagined and the real-extends to a consideration
of the prerogative of the contemporary Jewish
writer him or herself, in Australia and elsewhere. On the one hand, the autotelic "art"
world of the fabulators seems to beckon; on
the other. a true story-history-needs to be
told. Here again, though, the options may not
be as stark as they look: it is after all the
survival of partly "imagined" values that makes
the story worth telling, and perhaps only they
can lend some kind of meaning to the unrealities of the recent past. It is Shalom's greatest strength that it combines an unflinching
view of that past with a vital imaginative commitment to a vision of Jewish dignity.
RICHARD FREADMAN

My father had a field day over the whole
business [the demise of the boy's career as
a cartoonist] but no, no, what's the point
of going over all that?
There is a similar moment in Lurie's fine
"Messiah in Featherland":
I remembered how angry this [the father's
taunts] used to make me, how I could never
win, the rules were his, but now I smiled, I
saw the joke.
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that they create a world of their own, like,
say Dick Tracy, a totally fictitious environment which any clear-thinking person
knows doesn't exist ...

D. Woolf, The Concept of the Text, Australian
National University Press, Canberra, 1978, 147
pp., $8.50; Evan Jones, Recognitions, Australian National University Press, Canberra, 1978,
73 pp., $5.95.
Samuel Butler seems to have had the definitive
word on the word definition. And it's good
news and bad news. The good news is that "a
definition is the enclosing of a wilderness of
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idea within a wall of words". The bad news:
"Definitions are a kind of scratching and generally leave a sore place more sore than it was
before". Neither analogy seems entirely right,
and yet each seems true. But for the sake of
argument-the business of judgement, having
to say YES or No-I conclude with a compromise and a mixed metaphor: that definitions,
however scratchingly irritating, do help in en·
closing a wilderness of idea.
Take the wilderness of the term lyric, for
example. In the mythdays, when Adam and
Eve were naming the beasts of the field, the
classification of poems went: epic, narrative,
dramatic, lyric. And all saw that it was good.
(It even pleased Aristotle.) Since then critics
have tried to provide a list of the differentia
for the term. Poe was brief and said that he
thought a lyric should be "brief". Coleridge
was a trifle more wordy saying that the lyric
must "be one, the parts of which mutually support and explain each other; all in their proportion harmonising with, and supporting the
purpose and known influence of metrical arrangement". ("I wish he [had] explain[ed] his
explanation.") Coleridge's friend is better remembered for his lyrical statement: a lyric is
no less than "a spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings". Hegel, like Wordsworth, poked
around in the area of intensely subjective and
personal expressions. And Schopenhaurer wrote
it was an "inverted action of mind upon will";
Mill, that the lyric is "the utterance that is
overheard". The list ends with Mill (though I
could fill it out with statements by such people
as Drinkwater and Murray, et al), not because
his definition is most correct, but because it
acknowledges the derivation of the term and is,
therefore, probably closer than the others to
old and new conceptions.
The English lyric derives from the Greek
lyra or musical instrument, and one common
denominator between Mill's point (lyric as
"utterance") and the Greek, is sound. What is
at issue here, I suppose, is the realization, however commonplace, that poems are in words,
yes, but of words too. A lyric, then, is a cry,
perhaps a moment of dialogue, but certainly an
oral/aural experience. I think Mill would thus
approve of Walter Ong's idea that "to consider
the work of literature in its primary oral and
aural existence, we must enter more profoundly into this world of sound as such, the I·thou
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world where, through the mysterious interior
resonance which sound best of all provides,
persons commune with persons, reaching one
another's interiors in a way in which one can
never reach the interior of an 'object'''. The
lyric, then, for a few critics anyway, is a sense
event which the reader participates in-and
feelingly. Feeling, I hasten to add, is the
second common denominator between the old
and the new. A lyric, after all, is "overheard",
as if in private; it is, therefore, deeply personal;
it reaches between "interiors".
I begin within the context of definition, because I find that context seriously lacking in
D. Woolf's The Context of the Text: An Enquiry into the Criticism of Lyric Poetry, a
work which promises much (if one believes in
the claims of titles) and offers little (if one
looks to the reality of between·covers). And I
isolate these two features of the lyric (that of
sound and that of the SUbjective experience),
because they are glossed over or discredited by
Woolf as unimportant demands of the genre.
The fact that he slights the first seems strange,
since his bias is New Critical. The fact that he
discredits the second is curious, since his sub·
ject-his primary material-is Italian, lyric
poetry, in the tradition of the love expressed
by Dante for Beatrice, by Petrarch for Laura.
Not that Woolf doesn't discuss the personal in
the lyric. Such chapter titles as "Aspects of
Love" and "Attitudes of Despair"-unhelpful
as they are as titles-suggest that interiority is
at least vaguely related to the lyric. The real
concern, though, in chapters of this kind-each
a potted prac.crit. of one or two lyrics-is to
get at "what the poem actually means". Hi>
"Preface" indicates that the purpose of the
book is to endeavour "by example and precept
to shed light on some of the difficulties attaching to criticism in so far as it relates to lyric
poetry". Woolf's phrase, "to shed light on", I
think, is telling, suggesting his view of the poem
as a fixed, concrete, inanimate object, an object
that is viewed/explained by the critic/reader.
The poem, in other words, does not "happen"
for the reader; nor is it that oral/aural experience, or that moment of dialogue. Rather, it
is the Gordian knot needing to be "unravelled".
Woolf's interest in the lyric is in its locked up,
secret message, for which the critic alone can
provide "the key". Both these analogies are
spatial/visual rather than oral/aural, and there
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are more. Woolf talks in seventeenth-century,
Lockean terms about the "train of thought",
"the path the discussion takes", and the poem's
"line of thought". These and other similar
phrases point to Woolf's limited opinion that
the text should "mean". Such a belief leads
him to talk about the "argument" of a particular poem, to even talk about "the premisses of
[its] discussion". Worse yet, it leads him to
paraphrase poems, to reduce stanzas to statements of lifeless prose. In brief, his approach
truly "murders to dissect".
Woolf's emphasis is explicitly on objective
ideas. (Love and despair, by the way, are attitudes "to be defined"; they are not emotions
to be felt. A lyric might "discuss" one, but it
does not offer an evocation or demonstration
of the state.) He implicitly rejects the personal,
expressive dimension that is the lyricist's cry.
Thus certain poets, like Montale, are castigated, because their poetic universe is too "private" to "comprehend". And, as Woolf argues,
if poems can't be "understood", they are without value. Understanding, of course, is not an
emotional or intuitive process, according to
Woolf; for him, it is an analytical method
whereby one reasonably goes through logical
steps down a narrow road constructed in postwar Britain.
If Mill and Ong are right about the oral!
aural quality of the lyric, the private music of
the piece, then one need not, of course, reject
all that the New Critics have taught us by way
of close reading. To gain access to the experiience of the poem, the reader might, for example, attune himself to the phonological
figures of speech, the obvious devices to be
alert to being alliteration, onomatopoeia, assonance, consonance, rhyme, and so forth. But
other areas might be dealt with, too. Critics
now, for example, talk of tone-colour, timbre,
and the kinesthetic "feel" of utterance. And
the latest in critical theory makes significant insights into the text and the reader's experience
of it, by discussing such concepts as "the articulatory gesture" and the "structure of feeling". So Woolf could have done more with
those lyrics, if he had appreciated the true
meaning of the term, researched its historical
context, or investigated some of the more recent discoveries that others have made concerning the concept of the text.
The lyric as "the utterance that is overheard"
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seems an adequate description of Evan Jones's
third collection of poems entitled Recognitions.
The voice that is overheard throughout the
three sections of this volume is an integrated
voice of a man of moods. It is a personal voice
which never becomes shrill, nervous, or terribly
egocentric. Instead, it is the voice of maturity,
of reasonable joy, of calm, and of incredible
range. At times, the voice is tender, as in
"Snapshots for Margot", a direct statement of
a private experience ("my love, my bride, my
wife, and still my love"). Such poems (eat
your heart out, Dante!), never sentimental,
don't strive for philosophical statement, but
affect effect. The feeling that is evoked is paramount, not the thought. And the reader's experience becomes the wish-fulfilment dream (a
recurring motif in the collection) realized; i.e.,
it happens. Such a song as "Snapshots for
Margot" is laidback, easy drama, and the
reader is both the audience for the avowal of
love between two people, and the beloved who
is the implied listener to the monologue. The
poem is about people whom people can readily
respond to, as are most of Jones's poems. A
few are addresses to his daughter, and they're
accessible in the care they demonstrate. At
times, the father/daughter poems work towards what Woolf, I suspect, would see as
conclusive statements, as does "To Catherine,
aged 5 months", the last few lines of which are
explicitly instructive:
What parents have to learn
is how to let their children go.
To isolate the lines, I must say, is to trivialize
them, to reduce them to the banal level (n.b.
"level" is a spatial metaphor) of thought, when
the poem offers more than statement. It is the
process of love that is significant and meaningful here. It is the feeling that is demonstrated,
not the argument that is worked out. The
poem, then, becomes greater than the sum of
its words: it is an introduction to interiority.
But, as I've said, Jones is a man with an
integrated voice of many moods. He's usually
serious-never maudlin-but, at times, is witty,
even satirical. One of his more delightful
poems is "Oyster", which rejoices in the ritualizing effect of sound:
Aha, lugubrious one,
hiding in your shell
as tides drift over:
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under that chalky cover,
are you spitting out pearls
from irritation?
The poem becomes a verbal icon. Good joke
that stanza one is, though, there is a touching
quality about it, too, since it registers the
speaker's relationship with his subject, the ob·
ject of his contemplation and concern; and
that's what tone is all about: the voice that
is the attitude. Jones is funny, too, in "On
Growing a Beard", in which another relationship is in evidence in half-serious I-Thou-ness:
Goodbye little chin-God knows
when I'll be seeing you again.
Jones's gift, then, is the ability, through an
uncomplicating imagination, to create a persona who sympathizes and empathizes with the
ordinary and the extraordinary. One of his
more moving poems, a sad lyric, its "Transfiguration and Death":
Clumping around that antiseptic space,
it seemed each dying woman had been placed
where nobody was dying but herself,
neighboured by younger women whose illhealth
kept dignity, like death, as far away
as chatter could.
My point is that this poet's voice can be the
projection as well as the private utterance, and
that's the mark of the lyricist and the lover.
The voice of these poems, whether heard in
dialogue or monologue, creates tone well, and
many of them are mood pieces, as is "Wedding
Song" which begins:
Empty goblets stand upon
a linen stained since it was spread;
the claret and the lamb are done,
the bridegroom and the bride are gone.
This song is sombre and evokes more sadness
than cynicism. The images are ominous; the
visual, obviously symbolic. The placement of
the word "empty" is strategic; the use of the
verb as a participle, the suggestion of the passive voice in the phrase "linen stained", and the
absence of agent in "since it was spread"-all
create the impression of stasis. But it's the
timbre most of all that makes the voice exact,
and that is created not only by the preponderance of muted vowel sounds, by the deliberately retarded pace of the lines as a result of the
weightiness of their monosyllables, but also by
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the way Jones upsets aural expectations by
sight-rhyming "gone" and "done". What is expected, I think, is an 'abab' rhyme, the rhyming
of "spread" with the word "dead". For me,
anyway, the phonological qualities create the
memory of music fled, and it's this that I can
respond to as haunting and disturbing.
J ones is a technician, but he's also a person.
To read his collection is not necessarily to
come away "enlightened" (as D. Woolf would
have it), but, perhaps, to come away with quiet
joy, having overheard a lyricist who makes
feeling an articulated gesture-just what a lyric
should be.
JIM LEGASSE

Agnes Smedley, Daughter oj Earth, Afterword
by Rosalind Delmar, Virago, London, 1977,
279 pp.; Geoffrey Mitchell (ed.), The Hard
Way Up: the Autobiography of Hannah
Mitchell, Preface by Sheila Rowbotham, Faber,
1968; Virago, London, 1977, 260 pp., $3.50.
The defiantly named Virago press has brought
out two more works by women passionately
involved in the struggles of feminism and international labour. In Western Australia, where
the renewed militant feminism of the 1960's
and 1970's met with a reactionary backlash,
characterized by both frivolousness and fear,
and larger than the impact of the movement
itself, these works have a special poignancy.
They are valuable because, against the writers' lives, we can measure the political involvement of women today. Hannah Mitchell was
eighty-five when she died in 1956. Agnes
Smedley, born twenty-one years later, died at
fifty·eight. The long way we babies are said to
have come, since their struggles, seems on reflection a short distance, giving no cause for
complacency.
The writing in Agnes Smedley's autobiographical novel is often crude. This is mostly
in the opening chapters, where too little that
is autobiographical is excluded. One anticipates
the disappointment of becoming bored, even
though the writer's life was extraordinary. But
there are some books of which it seems irrelevant to demand a sure command of style. They
are works which, recording facts of existence
that are important for us to know, and which
we would perhaps never otherwise encounter,
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have a responsibility to humanity beyond any
to gratify the other demands of art. Daughter
of Earth is one such work.
The initiated will know that Agnes Smedley
became a journalist of enviable reputation in
the 1930's when, as correspondent for Frankfurter Zeitung and the Manchester Guardian,
she befriended Mao Tse-Tung, Chu Teh
(whose biography she wrote) and others, and
was dramatically involved in the events of the
Chinese Revolution. She returned to the U.S.A.
in 1941, wrote Battle Hymn of China, and gave
public lectures on the Chinese revolutionary
struggle. Falsely accused, in 1949, of spying for
Russia, she decided to return to China. She was
awaiting a visa, in London, when she died in
1950. She is buried outside Peking.
Daughter of Earth was written in 1927, when
Smedley was thirty-five, and before those most
liberating events of her life. The book reflects
her mood of depression and spiritual loss, and
has an anger that is acknowledged but not
always articulate.
Before the book, she had overcome the stupendous obstacles of her background to become
a companion of intellectuals, a campaigner for
birth control, a supporter of the Indian nationalist movement, and a political champion of
the most oppressed section of the American
working class, its women.
Smedley's identification with Marie Rogers,
whose story Daughter of Earth is, is demonstrably incomplete. Essentially, though, their
stories are the same.
Marie is a woman whose environment fitted
her for nothing more than millions of her
sisters endured: enforced economic dependence
on men, prostitution inside and outside marriage, the loneliness of finding no recognition
of their humanity.
In youth, every marriage she sees is a brutalizing contract. Her father deserts the family for
"two reasons": his wife's refusal to say how
she voted, and her defence of her sister, who
becomes a prostitute in order to feed his children. Marie's sister marries at sixteen, becomes
a "pioneer woman", and dies in childbirth at
eighteen.
So went my sister into the darkness. And
I remained behind in what is called light.
This "light" she recognises as the stirrings of
intellect and of her need for dignity. Yet she
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sees the cost to her personality of her awareness of the sexual politics around her:
. . . a young tree cannot grow tall and
straight and beautiful if its roots are always
watered by acids.
One scene, never forgotten, contains all that
horrifies her in marriage. She hears an argument between a formerly independent laundress, now pregnant, and her husband"Give me back the clothes I bought you!" he
bellowed at her . . .
"Damn it, kid, you know I love you!" she
begged through her tears-for now she
could not go back to work ...
Two other women in the next yard
laughed. She wouldn't be so uppish any
more, they said.
Marie rejects her mother's and sister's fate.
She becomes laundress, schoolteacher, stenographer, student. She responds to the messages
of striking miners, of Indian nationalists, of
world socialism. With all the impoverishment
of her spiritual and intellectual background,
she becomes 'educated'.
She has a brief, unhappy marriage with a
Swedish socialist, the first man to treat her as
an equal, and has two abortions, rather than
lose this equality.
Imprisoned and degraded for her role in the
Indian nationalist cause, she recognizes that,
for her, true compatriotism is the bond between
people who share convictions, not nationality:
The Indian work was the first thing I had
suffered for out of principle, from choice.
It gave me a sense of self-respect, of dignity, that nothing else had ever given me.
The novel ends unhappily, after Marie has
attempted suicide and twice been politically betrayed-once by a former lover and then, more
terribly, by the comrades she has worked with
and for, men who live by the same sexual
double-standard as the people they are fighting.
Rosemary Delmar's "afterword" to the novel
in fact makes an excellent introduction; and
the book proves to be more than the author
promises-a depiction of "the little drama of
the lowly".
With considerable relief, one turns from
Agnes Smedley's desperately, and justly, unhappy novel to Hannah Mitchell's fine auto85

biography, The Hard Way Up. The writing is
more lucid and controlled than Smedley's and
seems more contemporary. The life it depicts
began in poverty and apparently little promise,
but ended in success, in the world's own terms.
Hannah Mitchell's story, finely introduced by
her grandson, has a strong sense of purpose.
The author speaks with an assurance derived
from her involvement in movements she knew
to be of immense human importance.
Like Agnes Smedley, Hannah Mitchell was a
woman of considerable native genius. Born
Hannah Webster, in a Derbyshire farming
community in 1871, she left home at fourteen
and had just two weeks of formal education in
her life.
An early member of the Women's Social and
Political Union, founded by the Pankhursts,
and often a replacement speaker for these more
famous feminists, Hannah Mitchell found the
cause of her life in the fight for women's suffrage. She describes it as the purpose for which
everything else had been a preparation.
Married for forty years to a fellow socialist,
she rebelled all her life against "the tyranny
of meals", and writes-

necessary a stratagem as it has remained, in
societies where "egalitarianism" is a well-established sham.
The movement was at least fifty years old,
in Britain, when it entered its militant era
(1905-18), with the simple demand of "Votes
for Women". The exciting, ugly, frustrating
events of this period are superbly recorded in
a number of suffragette biographies. Hannah
Mitchell's reflections are as compelling as any
I have read.
In 1906, there was the extraordinary success
of the Huddersfield Campaign, as well as the
General Election which put the Liberals in
power. Mitchell campaigned in Yorkshire, and,
on election day, canvassed male voters in Manchester to support women's suffrage.

I soon realized that married life, as men
understand it, calls for a degree of self·
abnegation which was impossible for me. I
needed solitude, time for study, and the
opportunity for a wider life.

Mitchell was herself imprisoned for "disturbance of the peace", and suffered a nervous
breakdown. There is a cruel irony in the fact
that a number of suffragettes whose health was
broken through assaults, imprisonment, forcible feeding and sheer weariness, emigrated to
Australia where they had the right to vote.
Today, fewer than five percent of Australian
parliamentarians are women.
After the struggle for women's votes was
won, Mitchell was a Poor Law Councillor and,
for twenty years, a Manchester City Magistrate. Her final comments on her life are modest
and full of faith:

And againMarried life is fatal to ambition ... doubly
so for women.
Hannah Mitchell became one of the foremost feminists of her time, a popular and effective speaker, and a constant irritant to the opponents of women's suffrage, especially in
Lloyd George's administration. The Liberals
were generally draconian in their attitudes towards women's votes, and Mitchell records her
disgust for the indifference or opposition to the
cause, of some socialists. Ramsay MacDonald
evokes bitter comment. The support given by
Keir Hardie and George Lansbury, on the
other hand, is lovingly recorded.
To read both books is to understand why
militancy in the feminist movement became as
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Nowadays when it is often difficult to persuade women to come out and vote, I think
back to that unforgettable day ... , to the
insults and humiliations . . . I wonder
whether these women, like all electors today, who have had the vote handed to them
. . . would not have been just as well left
among the 'infants, imbeciles and criminals' ...

I smile at the egotism of our earlier years,
when we were sure the world would fall to
pieces without us. We know better now.
The work we began ... will be carried on,
we hope, by abler hands than ours.
It's difficult to imagine "abler hands", but
let us hope that the prophecy is right.
MARILYN ANTHONY
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A~exandra

Hasluck (ed.), Audrey Tennyson's
Vice-Regal Days: The Australian Letters of
Audrey Lady Tennyson to her mother Zacynt~a Boyle, 1899-1903. Canberra:
National
Library of Australia, 1978. xiii + 333. $18.50.
Despite sporadic, self-conscious 're-discoveries'
of .the epistolary form by some contemporary
wrIters, the familiar letter has had its day as
a li.terary form. No one has approached the
~chievement of Samuel Richardson who, with10 the. space of fourteen years, 1741-55, virtually discovered, exploited and left exhausted
the imaginative possibilities of the mode. As a
source of political history, too, letters have
?een. sUJ?er~ede~ at the top of the popular
Imag1OatlOn s hierarchy of kinds of evidence
by electronic tapes-one legacy, no doubt, of
the Watergate imbroglios. At the turn of the
century, of course, colonial government houses
were not bugged and familiar letters from
wit?~n the in':l~r circle of vice-regal or leading
pohtlcal famlhes often disclosed perspectives
upon contemporary events different from those
offered by official sources. Not that a parallel
may be drawn between the downfall of Richard Nixon and the political events at the dawn
of Fed~ration. in Australia. Indeed, even by
companson With the occurrences during November, 1975, the significant events of the
years 1899 to 1903 seem restrained and decorous. There were, however, political events of
~ome moment ta~ing place which are susceptIble of re-exammation: the succession of
g.overnors-general in the first years of FederatIOn, the Hopetoun 'blunder', the Victorian railway strike of 1903 and the development of
Anglo-Australian as well as Federal-State relationships, and it might be expected that a
?overnor, later a governor-general's lady might
10 her l~tters home to England either explicitly
or by 10advertence afford new insights into
these matters. Yet Alexandra Hasluck's elegantly presented selections from Audrey Tennyson's 262 letters to her mother are less a
source of political detail than of social and
psychological insights.
The portrait of John Adrian Louis Hope,
seventh Early of Hopetoun and first governorgeneral of Australia, that emerges from Audrey. Tenn~son's letters is an unflattering, even
antipathetiC one. While tacitly endorsing the
accepted stereotype of Hopetoun as an extravagant spendthrift, Audrey Tennyson also sugWESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1978

~ests !hat his nature was undignified and parSimomous, further vilifying the reputation of
a man ~hose actions are more accurately analysed 10 J. A. La Nauze's perception that
Hopetoun 'dreamed that an Australian nation
would wish to see itself reflected in the splendour of a viceroy' (Alfred Deakin, i.302-3)
and felt rejected when his dream was seen a3
a personal indulgence. Nor is Audrey Tennyson's comment on the famous 'blunder' especially illuminating: "It seems very odd, but I
have no doubt Lord Hopetoun has strong
reasons for doing so.' Her comments on Henry
Stafford Northcote, first Baron Northcote and
Hallam's successor as governor-general-'He is
not brilliant but plenty of very good common
sense and. nice manner-and what a great thing
that he IS not a young man... He is the
tinfe~t of ~e!l' Lady Lonsdale says-very ugly,
nothing. dlgmfied about him, but a thoroughly
good mce man ... She [Lady Northcote] is
rather plain but nice figure and dresses very
well'-are perhaps best described by Jane
Austen's epithet 'arch', possibly a subtle illustration of what D. W. Harding identified in
her novels as 'regulated hatred'. For Deakin,
as for most others, Northcote stood head and
shoulders above Hopetoun, Tennyson, Dudley
and Denman and even if Audrey could have
intuited that Northcote's extensive administrative experience in India would give him an
advantage over the bluff neophyte, Hallam
Tennyson, it is hardly likely that she would
have confessed this to her mother. As Alexandra Hasluck very properly indicates: 'The
shadowy principal among Audrey's characters
in her letters is her husband', but he is not
shadowy merely 'because [Audrey] takes it for
granted that her mother knows Hallam, so she
mostly alludes to his performance as Governor to show a Hallam whom her mother had
not seen', nor because of a scrupulous avoidance of gossip on Audrey's part. The portrait of Hallam she offered her mother loyally omitted the few warts on his performance
as governor and governor-general, although,
equally loyally, she diminished other governors and politicians in order to reflect credit
on Hallam. Not perceived, or not accepted,
were any proofs of La Nauze's suggestion that
Hallam 'somewhat lacked finesse and was a
little too inclined to offer suggestions' (Alfred
Deakin, i. 304), but that is hardly surprising.
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More significant is the omISSIOn of any discussion of Hallam's heated disagreement with
Barton over access to 'secret and confidential
despatches' to the Secretary of State for the
Colonies, which prompted Deakin to advise
Tennyson 'not to deal with matters of this
nature or affecting you in any way in writing
until you have first settled the course to be
pursued by personal consultation' (Deakin to
Tennyson, 10 February 1903, Tennyson Papers,
A.N.L., series 3 & 4). Audrey Tennyson show3
us Barton begging Tennyson to stay in Australia (p. 189), and describes him as a 'very clever
lawyer', but his storm in a teacup with Hallam
did not ripple her letters as it might have done.
The most significant political insight to
emerge from Audrey Tennyson's letters is the
extent to which she urged Tennyson's departure from Australia in order that she should
be reunited with her aging and, it would seem,
subtly tyrannical mother, Zacyntha Boyle. Her
observations on the Boer War reflect the patriotic, even jingoistic commonplaces of the time,
as did her joining Hallam at the head of the
troops marching through Port Adelaide to the
Medic. Alexandra Hasluck's observation, 'It
was the sort of spontaneous action that arises
in wartime' (p. 11) seems acute, but her further remark, 'it was Audrey's military ancestry
stirring' (ibid) is less easy to accept. Audrey
Tennyson's hostility to the Labour party, her
description of the striking railway workers as
men who 'surrendered unconditionally', her admiration for Victorian premier Irvine's antistrike view: Whole surrender or none at all'
(p. 281 ), like her views on the undesirability
of high wages (p. 141), unambiguously reveal
her political views, to which readers of her
letters must accommodate themselves or make
allowances for.
Like Richardson's heroines, Pamela and
Clarissa, Audrey Tennyson was a compulsive
writer, some of her 262 leters being sixty-two
foolscap pages in length before Alexandra Hasluck mercifully and it seems judiciously edited
them-although it is regrettable that the normal procedure of indicating the original length
of edited manuscripts has not been followed:
three dots for brief omissions and five for
more substantial ones is an inadequate procedure in this instance. Like Clarissa, Audrey
Tennyson's justification is that her reader wanted to know everything: 'There now, I really do
congratulate myself on having been able to get
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thro' my long descriptions and am so glad,
darling own Mother, for I know how you enjoy them .... .' (p. 278). Detailed, retrospective recreations of events, places and things is
not all that the letters convey, although as a
miscellaneous gazetteer of Australia during the
years 1899-1903, they detail the heterogeneity
of life: 'platypus rugs of 20 guineas', colonial
fashion, sticky jams of indigenous berries,
cricket-matches, floggings, Dot and the Kangaroo as children's literature, wages of six
shillings a day-like Addison and Steele's Spectators and Ned Ward's London Spy, Audrey
Tennyson's letters reveal the astonishing circumstantiality of her perceptions. More intriguing, and more complexly delineated is the
nature of government-house society. At times,
Audrey Tennyson's imagination reveals its
dramatic quality: the reliable and unequalled
cook, Mrs Bates, the flighty governess cum
coquette, Mdlle Dussau, the jug-eared private
secretary, Lord Richard Plantagenet Nevill,
invariably photographed in profile so as to
appear dashing rather than foolish, Clarke, the
personal maid, going deaf and slowing downtogether they convey a sense of the drama tis
personae of domestic comedy, as well as providing readers with fixed points of reference in
the populous world which crowds the pages of
her letters. But the most significant achievement of the letters is the dramatisation of
Audrey Tennyson's own personality. It may
seem ironic to her that her mother should
complain: 'Your last letter was the most delightful for you allowed your pen a little
liberty in writing, and I felt that for a few
seconds it was your own dear self that wrote
without any strong guard over the pen', since
she felt so much of her sensibility and imagination had been imparted in her letters. But
Zacyntha Boyle's acidity can be seen as one
of the ways in which she sought to tyrannize
her daughter. The 'own dear self' does emerge.
One may delight in the detailed vignettes of
Australian society at the turn of the century
that abound in the letters, just as Jane-ites
rhapsodize over the minutiae of life in Regency
Bath that is to be seen in Jane Austen's novels.
But the more significant achievements and insights are psychological. It is Audrey Tennyson's personality that is revealed by her letters,
and it is the combination of her individuality
and conventionality that makes her letters so
accessible. What emerges is what E. M. Forster
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would have called a 'round' character. Seeming
contrarities interestingly combine in Audrey
Tennyson's character: vanity-her fastidiousness over matters of etiquette (pp. 233, 237);
prejudices-Australians are greedy (p. 218)
and Nellie Melba is less than admirable (pp.
304-5); sympathy-for bush women (p.139)
and for the dispossessed and poor-if the
Maternity Home in Adelaide had been named
after her rather than after Queen Victoria, her
courage in standing up to the 'grabbing set' of
doctors would be properly acknowledged. Audrey Tennyson did not see herself as an Australian: her letter concerning her sons is revealing: 'I hope and pray you won't be disappointed in [them]. They are very ordinary
creatures, 1 am afraid, even Harold has lost
all his originality; but everybody who sees
them -J don't mean Australians, but English
people from home, all like them' (p. 314 )
(italics mine). But it is hard not to warm to
her and endorse the observation made to
Hallam as they travelled to Australia: 'I have
been watching your lady and she'll do'.
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Alexandra Hasluck's edition is a handsome
one; well-printed, with sixteen pages of photographs and an elegant dust-jacket. Editorial
obtrusiveness has been minimal, at times too
slight-some of many people named need more
context than the letters provide. Curiously, a
note on Catherine Spence (p_ 147) is more substantial than the one on Deakin (p.226) and
a footnote on the mode of addressing the wife
of a governor-general (p. 233), notwithstanding Audrey Tennyson's fascination with such
details, seems a luxury when so much else has
been omitted. Curious, too, is the long note on
Robert Barr Smith (p. 39): the information in
the first seven lines is apposite, but the eulogy,
'Robert Barr Smith' and his wife Joanna were
an outstanding couple, of boundless generosity
and broad sympathies .. .' seems gratuitous.
There may be precedents for governorsgeneral's ladies editing the correspondence of
their predecessors, but 1 can't think of any, so
it might be that this valuable enterprise is also
unique.
JOHN A. HAY
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Correction-Westerly 2, 1978
The date of the photo caption on page 77 should read 1782, not 1872.
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